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OPERCULAR MALFORMATION: RADIOLOGICAL WORK-UP OF 7 CASES N. Sellier*, C.Combes**, G.Kalifa** Opercular malformation is a rare bra'm lesion characterized by the abnormal development of the sylvian and rolandie fissures.
The diagnosis may be suggested by CT but MRI offers a better demonstration of the three main features: -verticalization of the sylvian fissure which seems prolongated by the rolandic one, -abnormal cortical venous drainage, -micropolygyrlc cortex surrounding these fissures.
One can find good correlation with the embryological data. In one case the postmedical history allows to date the time of this injury around 22 weeks of gestation.
This entity belongs to the large spectrum of neuronal migrational disorders, is different from localized pachygyria and fused schizencephaly, and can easily be identified thanks to MRI. 
THE CONUS MEDULLARIS:
TIME OF ASCENDENCE S.WOLF, F.SCHNE8LE, J.TROGER
DEPARTMENT OF PAEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY -INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGY; UNIVERSITY OF HEIDELBERG, B-6900 HEIDELBERG
In contrast to earlier papers in which it was presumed that the ascendence of the conus medullaris up to the level L1/2 took place throughout childhood, MR-imaging has proved that the conus medullaris of new-barns is already to be found at the level of L1/2.* Therefore we examined the level of the cenus medullaris of 100 premature and fullterm babies and young infants by using ultrasound (linear transducer 5 MHz), Conclusion: In children aged between the 30th and 39th week of gestation the cenus medullaris mostly lies at L2/3 and from the 40th week of gess at ~he level of L1/2. Thus the ascendence of the conus medullaris is completed by the 40th week of gestation, The case of one three month old baby (53th week of gestation) we found the tip of the conus medullaris at the level of L4. This finding had not changed when examined 2 months later (tethered cord?). V.Donoghue, J.Gillen, S.Gormally, M.King. We report 3 newborn infants with sonographic evidence of linear increased echo~enicity at the level of the lenticulostriate vessels ("Candlestick Sign", Toms et al, E.S.P. R. 1989 ) Contrary to the previous report there was no evidence of congenital infection in any of the three infants. 2 infants were born prematurely and were of low birth weight. Both were second twins and were thought to have suffered cerebral asphyxia.
Both infants had negative T.O.R.C.H. titres.
Cerebral ultrasonogbaphy showed linear areas of increased echogenicity in the region of the lenticulostriate vessels.
One infant had a small area of adjacent peri-ventricular leucomalacia on one side. The third infant was bo~n at term and was thought clinically to have Maebius Syndrome.
He was ventilated intermittently for 19 days and subsequently died. Autopsy in this infant showed (i) bilateral multifocal microscopic astroglial reaction in the thalami.
(2) calcium encrustation of individual neurones.
No vessel abnormality was identified histologically and there was no morphological evidence of congenital infection in the infant or its placenta. The findings were thought to be the result of intrauterine asphyxia. We conclude that the findings on sonography are nonspecific and are due to ischaemia rather than congenital infection as previously was suggested.
Radiology Department, The Children's Hospital Temple St., Dublin 1 Ireland. The MRI charecteristics can be divided in two overlapping stage : stage 1 or edematous phase early after birth in which CI territory demonstrates an homogenous signal intensity lower than white matter's hut higher than cerebral spinal fluids on T1 or GE. A midline shift and absence of gyral definition is also noted. US shows altered parenchymal echogenicity and CT scan hypedensity. Multiplanes images allows us to delimitate the CI with accuracy. In 4 cases whole territory of right middle cerebral artery (MCA)was involved whereas in the remainder only a distal branch of le~ MCA was-cg~ceFne~. F-afeac~v{~al hemorrhage was associated in 2 cases. Two weeks after : stage 2, cystic spaces were well developped on MRI, hemorrhage was still identified whereas on US and CT scan altered parenchymal echegenicity and hypodensity persisted. From these features, MRI enabled us to date the occurence of CI. In one infant prenatal occurence was evident on MRI at 3 day s old (stage 2) whereas in US and CT scan findings couldn't differ it. Furthermore, old and fresh hemorrhage were easily identified on T2 in this case. MRI seems to be more accurate in the recognition of CI in the neonatal period and may be of great interest during the evolvlng stage from infarction (stage i) to liquefication and ultimately cavitation (stage 2) which occurs sooner than presumed.
MAGNETIC RESON~CE IMAGING (NRI) OF CEREBRAL INFARCTION (CI) IN THE NEONATE
Senolucent lesions are occasionally detected in the subependymal germinal matrix, at the upper external angle of lateral ventricle and anterior or at the level of the foramen of Monroi. These are most commonly believed to be the sequelae of prior subependymal germinal hemorrhage that has undergone cystic deEeneration. Central liquefaetation in an area of prior hemorrhage is believed to be the most common cause of subependymal pseudocyst formation in neonates.
We examined postmortem 12 brains with subependymal germinal hemorrhage at different stages.The serial sonographic images (Acuson,5~z) are attempted to correlate with the corresponding brain sections.
We have seen 5 cases with pseudocyst phenomenon in the subependymal germinal matrix in whom there was no evidence of central liquefactation. The echogenic wall of pseudocyst is not hematoma itself but the surrounding tissues. Increased periventricular eehogenicity around the hematoma is due to edematous changes of the surrounding tissues or even leukomalacia. The organized subepemdymal hematoma itself is homogeneous aneehogenic.
This study emphasizes the better knowledge of pathology for interpretation of subependymal pseudocyst and its associated changes. So it is necessary to remind cautiouslybefore predicting the cystic changes of subependymal hemorrhage. Analysis of Doppler-frequency curves of big brain vessels is based on average values obtained from only few heart cycles, because so far technical problems prevented rang term measurements. Now these measurements ere possible by means of g adequately adapted miniaturized system which is able to perform eontinous measurements end trend analysis [HP 77020 AC modified) . Comparison of manual and computer supported evaluation methods showed the following results: because of the intern algorithm the automatically calculated values of v max (maximal blood flow velocity) were too low compared to values obtained by manual analysis using identic low Doppler intensity. In regard to clinical validity further studies showed that v mean (overage blood flow velocity) seems to be the best parameter. In 20 quiet and not acutely affected preterm neonates, the blood flow velocities of internal carotid orterias showed distinct semi~periodicol oscillations oF the Doppler curves. These oscillations were independent of blood-pressure end breothieg-frequency. In these potients the peek flow systolic velocities showed o standard deviation of 3.3 5.2 %. Interpretation of these results, which POURECELOT else observed in adult patients, is difficult. Statistical onQlysis of individual Doppler oscillations demonstrates a intrQ-individuel stability, on the other hand inter-individual comparison showed distinct differencies. These differencies ore caused by individual mechanisms of cerebral blood flaw regulation not well understood so for. More then now, these oscillation of Doppler curves in long term meosurements must be token into consideration in the interpretation of short term registrotion of Doppler frequency curves. For biochemical and physical reasons CT is the image modality of choice in patients with acute intracranial hematomas. In subacute and chronic hemorrhages methem~]globin shortens TI-and T2-times significantly. So MRI with its advantages superior to CT in children is very helpful in detection and characterization of intracranial hematomas especially in repeatedly abused children. Moreover MR imaging best discloses small subdural hematomas often not detectable in CT scans due to beam hardening effect, small concurrent intrafalcial bleedings caused by whiplash injuries, and other concurrent small intracerebral hemorrhages. This paper focuses on our MRI experiences in 12 patients with intracranial hematomas due to: child abuse (4), road accidents (3}~ sports activities (2), and spontaneously in vascular malformations (3).
We compared ~ results as far as reasonable and possible with ultrasonographic and CT findings. In some patients follow-up studies were done emphasizing the value of MRI as control examination. Various etiologies were observed: abnormal signal of the posterior pituitary gland in a case of "idiopathic" diabetes insipidus, lobar prosencephaly, histiocytosis X, malignant teratoma and craniopharyngioma. The hyperintense signal of the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland, normally observed in the Tl-weighted SE sequences, was absent.
Three out of the all cases illustrate that the diagnosis of primary or idiopathic diabetes insipidus must remain uncertain for several years until repeated investigations fail to demonstrate any signs of a neoplasm or histiocytosis X. The inocuity and the geater sensitivity of MRI, compared to CT, will permit an earlier diagnosis of pathologies responsible for secondary diabetes insipidus.
However, MRI is non specific and has to be correlated to the clinical and the biological data (including tumoral tracers such as B-HCG and alpha-foetoprotein).
The cases of lobar prosencephaly and histiocytosis X illustrate that in addition to the hypothalamohypophysial axis, the whole parenchymal brain has to be explored.
Gd-enhanced MRI appears useful to delineate the extension of tumoral process or of abnormal cell infiltration.
MRI is the imaging modality of choice for the diagnosis and followup of central diabetes insipidus.
HUDERF -Service de Radiologie -Av. J.J. Crocq, 15 -B. 1020 BRUXELLES -BELGIQUE.
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING WITH GADOLINIUM-DTPA IN NEUROPEDIATRIC ONCOLOGY Th. Kahn, N. Roosen, G. Fiirst, U. MSdder
We performed 320 contrast-enhanced MR examinations of 112 infants and children aged 6 days to 18 years with tumors of the central nervous system and the spinal canal. Using a superconductive magnet (0.35 Tesla), we acquired TIand T2-weighted images, followed by Tl-weighted images obtained immediately after i.v. ir0ection of Gadolinium-DTPA (0.I mmol/kg body weight). In no case side effects were encountered. 29 tumors were located in the supratentorial region, 27 in the pineal region, 97 in the posterior fossa and 19 in the spinal canal. The most common tumors were primitive neuroectodermal tumors (n= 19) and pilocytic astrocytomas (n=12). During initial diagnosis, the majority of tumors showed intensive enhancement with improved demarcation from neighbouring structures. The solid component of a cystic tumor, even when small and not visible on the original scan, could be demonstrated in all cases by means of Gadolinium-DTPA. The sensitivity of MRI for demonstrating spinal intradural extramedullary tumors was greatly improved by Gd-DTPA. During chemotherapy or radiotherapy, contrast-enhanced MRI provided reliable demonstration of the success of treatment and accurately demonstrated the size of the tumor and the presence of necrosis. Post-operatively, T2-weighted scans regularly showed areas of high signal strength at the margin of the resection; in the absence of a mass or demonstrable progression, the significance of this is uncertain. In these cases Gd-DTPA because of the function of the blood-brain barrier, greatly increased accuracy in demonstrating residual or recurrent tumors. Cyslicercosis is a common parasitic disease of the nervous system in developping countries, and occurs also in industrialized nations with high rate of immigration. Therapy of neurocystlcercosis with antiparasitlc agents is still controversial in childhood, because the disease appears to be selflimlted in the majority of cases, and because adverse reactions after medication occur in almost all patients, due to a flare-up of inflammatory reaction.
Clinical, laboratory and MRI find{ngs before and 3, 7, 10 and 16 months after Praziquaetel therapy in a 4 1/2 year-old glrl are presented. She had numerous partial and generalized seizures since the age of 12 months, after a stay in Haiti between 4 and 8 months. The diagnosis of parcnchymal brain cysticercosis was made 3 1/2 years later with CT and serological analysis of blood and CSF. CT showed multiple parenchymal calcifications without foei of enhancement. MRI showed no abnormal signal in T1 weighted images. T2 imaging demonstrated several large areas of high signal intensity in the grey and white matter, surrounding hypointense loci, suggesting active inflammatory lesions. Three months after Praziqoantcl therapy new inflammatory areas were seen al well as small rings with high intensity around calcified loci, concommitent with a clinical exacerbation and increasing serological tlters. Follow up examinations showed progressive disappearance of inflammatory lesions with persisting calcified loci and serological Improvement.
These MRI studies demonstrate that calcified loci can still be active, an increase of the inflammatory process after antiparasitic treatment, followed by complete inactivation.
Unit6 de Radiop6diatrie and Clinique des P6d~atrle HCUG, Ch-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
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MAVLE SYRUP URINE DISEASE. CT AND MR OF THE BRAIN. J. Brismar, G. Brismar, R. Coates, G. Gascon, P. Ozand Maple syrup urine disease (MSUD) is a rare enzymatic defect blocking the catabolism of the branched chain amino acids. The affected child is usually normal for a few days after birth, then rapidly deteriorates with failure to thrive, truncal hypotonia, convulsions and stupor progressing to cc~a. Without treatment the infant often dies within the first few weeks. An early, rigid diet may prevent this course and even preserve a normal intellect. The cranial CT and MR findings have previously only been presented in scattered case reports. We have performed totally 26 CT and 13 MR examinations in 12 patients with MSUD during different stages of the disease. As the age at diagnosis varied from 3 days to 7 months our results, for the first time, document the natural course of the disease. CT is negative during the first few days of life, then a generalized edema appears. In addition, a more severe, localized edema is seen extending from the deep cerebellar white matter up through the cerebral peduncles and through the posterior limb of the internal capsule; these changes are best appreciated from T2 weighted MR registrations.
Both t~he local and the generalized edema subside during the second month of life, often leaving well defined low density scars; some loss of brain substance then also becomes obvious~
The CT and MR changes are typical enough to permit an early diagnosis of MSUD. The aim of the study was to assess CNS focal white matter abnormalities in childhood MS, and to correlate changes in appearance over time with clinical courses of the disease. Methods: Superconductive magnet 1.5 T. Pulse sequences: IR 1500 [450/30/4, PSSE 450/20/4 , SE 2500/30/60/2. Imaging in transverse and sagittal planes. Subjects: From 1/87 -[X/89 873 consecutive children (age 0-18 years) were referred to MR of the CNS. Within the age group 10-14 years 7 patients had clinically definite (n = 5) and laboratory supported definite (n = 2) multiple sclerosis (MS) (Ann. Neurol. 13: 227,1983) . Results: The average onset of MS in the present series was 12 1/12 years. The femal male ratio was 5:2. The patients presented clinicly with motor symptoms (4/7), visual disturbances (3/7), urinary dysfunction (2/7), gate disturbance (2/7), vertigo (2/7) and nystagmus (1/7). From all paraclinlcal tests MR proved to be the most useful paraelinical test for establishing the clinical diagnosis of MS. All patients had brain white matter abnormalities which fulfilled the criteria of Paty's MR classification of MS (Neurot. 38: 180, 1988) . In 4/7 patients with acute clinical attack large lesions (8-21 mm L ~ -a~ ~matar'i lttpro nro~ont ,tlh~ oh d~m~nqtrot~A o r~md,* l~rnollor structure on both TI-~ proton density and T2-weighted images. On MR follow-up studies, performed in a series of 3-4 examinations, all children e/~hibited changing patterns of their CNS signal abnormalities. In 3/6 cases clinically siIent brain lesions were detected. The lesions exhibited the best contrast to cerebral white matter on long TR]short TE spin echo sequences. Combined sagittal and transverse series, obtained with ECG-gating and flow compensating technique were proved best for repeated MR follow-up studies. MR could possibly be used to monitor the in vivo regression of the fresh demyelinating process. Furthermore MR may be of use to contribute to more reliable epidemiologie data on prevelance and incidence of MS in childhood. MR possibly offers a tool to evaluate therapeutic response in the acute MS-plaque. Eleven patients aged 2.2 to 27 years underwent SPECT (Tc-99m-HMPAO) and MRI. In 5 patients with normal MRI, SPECT detected asymmetry of cerebral bleed flow.
In the other six patients, both MRI and SPECT were abnormal, but the extent and distribution of the abnormalities did not correlate completely. SPECT findings: in mesial temporal sclerosis (n=2) and temporal lobe dysgenesis (n=l): perfusion asymmetry, more extensive than MRI abnormality; in infantile cerebral venous thrombosis (n=l~: contralateral hypoperfusien not seen on MR; chronic hypoxic encephalepathy (n=l): non-perfusion in middle cerebral arterial distribution, not seen on MR.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that in patients with childhood onset epilepsy; i) SPECT detects abnormalities not shown by MRI, and 2) when both SPECT and MRI are abnormal on the same patient, SPECT appears to detect more extensive involvement, and gives more specific functional information than MRI.
Therefore, both modalities should be utilized to understand better functional effects of structural lesions of the brain in patients with childhood-onset epilepsy.
Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 02115, U.S.A.
Abstracts. 27th Congress of the European Society of Paediatric Radiology
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NEURAL CREST DEFECTS J. McCredie
Reduction deformities of the limbs caused by contergan (thalidomide, distaval) can be interpreted radiologically by reference to maps of the segmental sensory nerve supply of the skeleton (sclerotome maps)-Contergan was a sensory neurotoxin with a short pharmacokinetically active period, but it caused an intractable sensory peripheral aeuropathy in adults. Congenital reduction deformity is seen as the embryonic equivalent o~ eontergan neuropathy, in which toxic damage to segments of the developing neural crest result in aplasia or hypoplasia within the fields dependant upon the injured levels.
Associations of limb reduction deformities and malfprma~ions in internal organs can be attribhted to toxic autonomic nenropathy related to the damaged segment of neural crest . Thi 8 toncept of "neural crest defects" can be expanded beyond the c ontergan model to provide a logical iihterpretation for many congenital malformations of skeletal and visceral tissues.
As a group in the hierarchy of birth defects, neural crest defects are separate from, but adjacent to, the wellestablished neural tube defects. The sonografic manifestations of periventrieular and intrsventricular hemorrhage in neonates have been well described by many investigators. In this study we examined pediatric patients with other cerebral pathologies excluding those with neonatal hemorrhage.
35 neonates and infants underwent both US and CT. The ages of the patients ranged between newborn and 12 months of age. All ultrasound examinations were performed with a real-time sector scanner using a 5-MHz transducer. No sedation was employed. The patients were scanned on Siemens Somatom 2 and CGR CE 12000 scanners. The indications for examination were enlarging head size, inflammatory disease, trauma, seizures, neural canal defects and eranio-facial anomalies.
All the ultrasonic diagnosis were compared with CT findings. Overall sensitivity of US in detecting the intracranial lesions was 80 % (28/35). US showed the similar accuracy with CT in determining the abnormalities concerning about the cerebral ventricles (hydrocephalus, abnormalities of shape, ventriculitis) 100 % (22/22). US was insensitive in recognizing the brain lesions of 7 patients. These were 3 diffuse parenchymal disease, I lacunar infarct, I small cortical abscessand hematoma, I subarachnoid hemorrhage.
In conclusion US offers an accurate, non-ionizing diagnostic modality for early recognition of suspected hydrocephalus and their long term follow-up. However CT should be the initial screening procedure in defining the diffuse parenchymal lesions, tumors and subarachnoid hemorrhage. Neonatal vascular thrombosis not related to umbilical catheterization is a rare entity with variable clinical presentation. We report the case of a full term male neonate whose gestation was uneventful. Absence of spontaneous movement of the right arm at birth oriented the first clinical diagnosis to a right brachial plexus injury. Additional findings such as cyanosis and absence of palpable pulse of the right armmotivated a digitalized arcography and thoracic color duplex sonography. These revealed an obstrueting throrrbus in the right innominate artery causing a right subclavian steel with reversed flow through the right carotid and vertebral arteries. Color Doppler ultrasound demonstrated further thrcrnbi at the emergence of the left corrrnon carotid artery and in the retrohepatic inferior vena eava. No ombilical catheterization had been performed prior to angiography. A contrast enhanced CT revealed a right t~rporo pnrietal infarction. This status was confirmed by a transfontanellar Doppler US. The absence of neonatal symptomatology and the presence of a calcified, atrophic infarct were highly suggestive of a prenatal thr~-nbo-embolic event. Under conservative anticoagulant therapy, the follow-up showed the resolution of the left carotid artery thrcrnbus, a rapid recuperation of the right arm function and delayed apparition of a left hemiparesis at 3 months of age. The etiology of this presumed antenatal thraTbotic disease remained unknown : no coagulation ancmalies, especially no Antithrombin Ill and Protein C deficit in the patient and his parents has been detected. Suspected vascular throrrbosis of the neonate should benefit from color duplex sonography and DSA since clinically unexpected extension may occur.
Departenents of Radiology and Pediatrics, University Hospital, 1011 Lausanne, Switzerland.
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GYRIFORM ENHANCEMENT ON CT BRAIN IN SEVEN INFANTS P. Close~ H. Carty GFriform enhancement seen on CT scan is an unusual finding unless associated with arteriovenous malformations (AVM).
There are sporadic case reports in the literature of its occurrence in association with herpes simplex virus encephalitis (HSVE), purulent meningitis, following chemotherapy for leukaemia, in a child with chronic renal failure, and in a child with folic acid deficiency.
We present a series of seven cases exhibiting this phenomenon, none of whom have AVMs, who have been scanned at this hospital in the first 2 89 years following the installation of a CT scanner.
Four of the cases had congenital heart disease requiring corrective surgery or cardiac catheterisation.
The other three had probable meningo-encephalitis.
In all cases the gyriform enhancement followed an ischaemic insult to the child's brain.
We hypothesise that this phenomenon is an ischaemic response in the immature brain and that its occurrence is not so rare as the literature may suggest.
Alder Hey Children's Hospital, Liverpool. Cerebral ultrasound (US) in the neonatal period seems to be of a prognostic value but is limited in the follow up. The purpose of this study is to aware whether MRI can be as useful as US in predicting outcome and to measure the effect of PVL on brain maturation. Nine infants whose gestational age ranged from 27 to 32 weeks and one infant at term who experienced bilateral PVL are enrolled in this study. All underwent US and MRI scan. Neonatal MRI findings allowed us to classify PVL as following : parieto-occipital (PO) (9 cases) and mixed PVL (i case} (P0 + subcortical ) ; 8 PVL ; 2 hemorrhagic PVL (one mixed}. Neurological and electrophysiological (visual and auditory evoked responses) assessment was performed in all in the first year of life. MRI (CGR GE 0.5 T ; T2 2000/120 msec) was performed once or twice during the same period. All infants with PVL exhibited spastic diplegia.whereas hemorrhagic PV5 were associated with quadriplegla, hearing loss and blindaess. MRI fin&ings~uring the first year of life were as following : delay in myelination most marked in centrum semi-ovals, internal capsule and occipito-thalamic radiation. Reduction of white matter volume, irregulary dilated occipital horn and reduction of thikness of corpus callosum. On the contrary, white to grey matter dlfferenciation was not affected. From these preliminary results, we could emphasize that MRI in the neonatal period seems to constitute at short term a prognostic value especially when hemorrhagic PVL is detected. Functional abilities correlate well with MRI findings in the first year of life. Studies at long term are needed to confirm those data. The prenatal diagnosis of encephaloceles by means of sonography is possible frora about the 18. ~. The evidence of a big cele containing cerebral parts up to the 24. GW. has nearly always the consequence of an interruption of the gravidity. Postnatally the clinical, sonographic and radiographic investigation must inform preoperatively on size and form of the ventricles, additional malformations and alterations of the skull. -From 1983 to 1989 4 frontal and 8 occipital encephaloceles were found prenatally by sonography in three confessional hospitals. In 8 cases the gravidity was interrupted, 4 children were born due to the delayed diagnosis; 3 of them died after short time. In the sccm~e period ii newborns with occipital encephaloeeles were hospitalized in the Clinic of Pediatric Surgery of the [q~U Leipzig -as a consequence of the improved prenatal investigation only one in the last three years. None of them had been recognized prenatally. 9 celes contained predominantely parts of the cerebrum with regressive alterations. Only in 3 patients a primary hydrocephalus was found, in 2 caused by Cniari-IIsyndroms and additional lumbal myelomeningoceles. 4 infants developed a hydrocephalus after operation. The hydrocephalus -%o he expected in about 2/3 of the children -is caused either by an additional cerebral malformation or by the postoperative blockage of the liquor circulation. The cele was removed in 9 infants, in 6 the hydrocephalus was shunted. 9 of the ii children survived up to now. -Because of the considerable mental retardation o{ nearly all children with encephalomyelomeningoceles an early prenatal diagnosis is essential to have the possibility of the decision whether or not to interrupt the gravidity. Retinal detachment and its treatment, linealhyperechogenic band with anchoring stitches in the papilla area; in the stitched area we can see hyperechogenie nodals in the ora serrata 2)
SPINAL CORD ARTERIOVENOUS MALFORMATION IN
Corold detachment, bands from the ora serrata with anchoring at the sides of the papilla 3)
Edema of the papilla, is the protrusion and increase in size of the papilla E) Masses. Retro-ocular, all can produce exophthalmos 1) Cellulitis, retro-ocular fat is infiltrated by diffusion of low echogenily, which could affect the muscles and the optic nerve 2)
Dermoid cyst, a round mass with a good delimitation with irregular echogenity depending on its contents 3) Angioma, mass of mixed echogenity with small aueehoic areas ins{de 4) Neurofibroma, well defined mass near the papilla 5) Rhabdomyosarcoma, badly defined mass with rapid development near the muscles and of variable echogenity 6) Glioma, a well delimited mass of mixed echogenlty in the optic nerve 7)
Neuroblastoma, with good delimitation in the mass of mixed echogenity 8) Histiocytosis, with increased rectal muscles 9)
Cyst of the lacrimal duct, with well delimited cystic mass, middle ocular balloon It is concluded that the reversal sign is a non-specific manifestation of a severe ischaemie insult to the brain, with co-existing systemic disease in many cases. Careful scrutiny for evidence of trauma is justified where details of the preceding history are vague, although there will remain a sub-group in which no distinction can be made between "near-miss" sudden infant death and non-accidental asphyxia.
Department of Radiology, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Yorkhill, Glasgow G3 8SJ
Lissencephaly is a migrational anomaly, presumably due to arrest of neonatal migration between the llth & 13th week of gestation. It has been recently associated with chromosomal deletion and may be genitically inherited. At times it is difficult to distinquish lissencephaly from immature brain, however, we believe that there is a characteristic appearance of the periventricular white matter, and since this reflects pathogeaesis of the disease, is pathognemosic.
9 children with lissencephaly, ranging in age from 3 mos to 9 yrs were evaluated using CT or MRI. CT was performed on 6 cases; 5 of 6 had non-enhanced and 3 of 6 had enhanced examinations. 3 were evaluated with MRI using both T1 and T2 weighted sequences.
Ventricular enlargement was presented in all cases. There was triangular or rectangular shaped enlargement of the sylvian fissures in all cases. All showed a smooth brain surface with some pashygyria noted i 5 cases. In all instances the grey matter to white matter ratio was increased, the white matter was angularly distributed around the ventricles, was hypodense on non-enhanced CT and hyperintense on T2 weighted MRI, and did not interdigitate with the grey matter at the level of the centrum semiovale. In addition, a hypodense TI hyperintense subcortical band was noted in all 9 patients.
From our experience and reviews of the literature, we believe that the angular appearance of the white matter on CT and MRI is diagnostic, and permits differentiation of normal immature brain from those with lissencephaly. -Osteogenesis Imperfecta (i case) -Hydrothorax (2 cases) -Wilms tumor (I case). All the cases were studied after the abortion (6) or at birth (8:4/8 in vivo, 4/8 post mortem) by Rx and/or US and/or CT and/or MRI. Fetal move_ ments are the main drawback to prenatal use of MRI. Intra vascular fetal curarization results in adeguate suppres_ sion of fetal activity (we did not observe damages for the fetus). US remains the modality of choice in fetal imaging. Fetal MRI, on the contrary of US, allows a multiplanar stu dy, but, sometimes, the position in utero does not permit a correct study of principal planes. The MRI images quali_ ty of the fetus is often worse than the US one, particula_ fly under 30th week of pregnancy. We obtained a good visi_ bility only of the cerebral and abdominal lesions. Post mortem MRI is very useful: it may bring essential informs_ tions in order to obtain a specific diagnosis. Severs combined immunodeficisncy (SCIO) with absent or reduced activity of adenosine deaminase (ADA-) in red blood cells and other tissues is now a well-established clinical entity within the defects of the immune system. We report on two affected out of three children from healthy, unrelated parents. The first male young infant died at the age of nine weeks from bacterial pneumonia, septicemia, thrush and ultimately electrolyte imbalance. SCID was suspected but could not be confirmed during lifetime. the second female child is by now three years old and healthy.The third infant presented as s ten week old girl with failure to thrive and BCG-lymphadenifis. Her total white count was below 2000/ul with lymphocyte count below 150/ul. Chest X-ray revealed absence of thymus as well as splayed and cupped costochondral junctions. Further radiologic abnormalities included thick growth arrest lines, a broad pelvis with squared-off ilia, horizontal and long ecetabular roofs, and spiculse formation. Similar alterations could be detected in the first child by post-mortem reevaluation of his radiographs. In the patient, diagnosis of SCID ADA-was confirmed by gel electrophoresis of lysed erythrocytes showing no enzymatic activity while her parents and sister were heterozygotes. Without prior conditioning the patient was grafted with unmanipulated bone marrow from her HLA-identical sister. Post transplant course was uneventful except of severe generalized BCG-infection which was successfully treated by tuberculostatic drugs. Eight months post transplantation radiographs showed regular pelvic structure and impressive normalisation of costochsndral junctions. Thus the developing immune system as well as the developing skeletal system share a requirement for ADA activity and impaired functions in both systems are restored by bona marrow transplantation. The importance of the racial influence is reflected in the varying incidence of congenital hip dislocation in different races.
The incidence is relatively low in Chinese infants.
To explore the possibility of intrinsic differences in the anatomic or the developmental pattern of the acetabulum, an ultrasound study of 240 normal Hong Kong Chinese infants aged 2 days to 7 months with equal sex distribution was done using Graf's technique.
Ultrasound imaging with 7.5 MHz or 5 MHz linear transducers by a standard coronal approach with the babies in the decubitus position was used.
The alpha and beta angles were measured as after Graf.
1050 hip examinations were performed.
The The first 2 patients had small pelvic outlet syndrome (SPOS) (A/R 109:399, 1970 -Radiol 101:629, 1971 -Pediatr 53:270, 1974 .
The findings in the 3rd patient were more severe, probably midway between SPOS and sirenomelia.
The 4th and 5th patients had sirenomelia with the characteristic fusion of the lower limbs (somewhat atypical in Case 4).
The similarity of many abnormalities observed in these cases and related material in the literature suggests that SPOS and sirenomelia form a family or a continuum of malformations, probably the result of an insult to a developmental field at the caudal end of the embryo very early in gestation. 
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THE BONY PELVIS AS DIAGNOSTIC INDICATOR:
A) THE SCHNECKENBECKEN-DYSPLASIA (SBD) , B) THE TRISOMY 8 MOSAICISM (T8M), C) THE SMALL PATELLA SYNDROME (SPS), D) A NEW SYNDROME SIMILAR TO SPS, BUT WITH IMMUNODEFICIENCY AND HYPOPLASTIC KIDNEYS A~ Giedion r Ch. Beynon r G. Eich and A. Schinzel_
A) The pathognomonic configuration of the iliac wing in the SBD, a AR lethal type of neonatal short limbed platyspondylic dwarfism resembles the silhouette of a snail sticking its neck of the shell medially. The radiographic and histologic findings observed in a family with 3 affected siblings are demonstrated. B) The "typical iliac horns" (IH) of 3 cases with T8M were examined by CT: They are caused by an excessively large spina iliaca anterior superior, which may be folded in medially or may point caudally or laterally, thus producing quite different appearances in the ap-view. A second "horn" may be observed, due to a bony protuberance sticking out dorso-laterally from the iliac crest. C) The AR SPS (Scott and Taor) may show a striking hypoplasia of the ischium together with hypoplastic or absent patellae. Such a case, and D) a similar one, but together with polydactyly, immunodeficiency and complex renal dysfunction, a new syndrome, are presented.
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SEARCHING FOR SYNDROMES IN PEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY (DEMONSTRATED BY THE EXAMPLE OF WEILL-MARCHESANI-SYNDROME) J. Buhr
By the example of WeiU-Marchesani-Syndrome which goes on with abnormalities in eyes (small spherical lens, ectopia lentis in half of cases, myopia with or without glaucoma, blindness in one third), in limbs (brachydactyly with broad metacarpals and phalanges, with or without late ossification of epiphyses), in growth (small stature), in crauiofacial dysmorphia (broad skull, small shallow orbits, mild maxillary hypoplasla with narrow palate) and in teeth (malformed and malaligned) the importance of a subtile assessment in native radiologlcal diagnosis is emphasized.
Beside a lot of syndromes in case of which the diagnosis can be made by one look on the fdm there are not few which demand the physician to act -as the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche said . "with the subtlety of a policeman and advocate". Radio~aphlc Findings: Identical in all 3: the most striking features are at the craniocervical junction and the hands: 1.Marked ilattening of the occiput with downward projection of the occipital rim posterior to the foramen magnum and incongruity of the skull base and C1 with narrowing of the spinal canal. Small mandible with obtuse angle, wide sutures and fontanelles, hypertelorlsm. 2.The hands are large with a bone age of 2 to 3 years at birth and widened proximal and middle phalanges. 4.Sharp angles of vertebral bodies with mild anterior wedging and decreased AP diameter. Anterior scalloping on follownp examination in one patient. Premature ossification of coccyx with three to four centers. 5.Steep ifiac angles, somewhat triangular chest, excessive curvature of clavicles, mild diaphyseal stenosis of the long bones. Marshal and Smith (1971) described a syndrome with similar clinical features and typical x-ray findings of the hand. In our three infants the presence of auricular findings and the distinctive skeletal radiographic features mainly of the crauiofacial and spinal region raise the question whether our patients represent a new syndrome, which would have to be considered a bone dysplasia. 
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS
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MINOR TIBIAL DUPLICATION: ANOTHER CAUSE OF PRENATAL BOWING. REPORT OF FOUR CASES
C. Adamsbaurn*, G. Kalifa*, R. Seringe**, J. C. Bonnet** Four infants presented with posterior and medial unilateral concavity of the tibia. The fibula was normal but a homolateral great toe duplication was seen as well as a hand malformation.
Plain films and C.T. showed no evidence of tibia pseudarthrosis but disclosed a true tlbial duplication with distinct cortieals. We do think that this abnormality represents a true entity. The embryology and surgical treatment will be discussed.
Other causes of such tibia bowing can be ruled out, such as congenital pseudarthrosis (with or without neurofibromatosis) or some skeletal dysplasias.
The main problem of these children is a marked leg discrepancy. No visceral malformation has been noted in association. Retrospectively, all files of patients with cystic bone lesions were analysed resulting in 50 patients with JBC and doc~nented follow-up since 1980. Characteristic radiographic patterns for JBC were found in 79 %. Accurracy of radiography canpared to pathology was 85 %.
Most patients had ccsNoined instillation of steroids, spongioplastic surgery or pathologic fractures. Overall success of trea~nent was 70 % with 20 % of relapses.
The average n~nber of required steroid instillations was 4.2. The chosen irodalityof treahnent had no influence on the results nor did a pathological fracture or the n~nber of instillations improve the outcotne.
The radiologic follow-up of typical cases is illustrated, criteria for relapse and definite healing are discussed.
Because of the limited accurracy of radiography, the first instillation of steroids should be used to gain material for pathology. This paper presents a female neonate with a short limb and short trunk dwarfism that had been diagnosed on prenatal ultrasound in the third trimester. The family hlstory was unremarkable. Apart from short stature no other significant clinical finding was noted.
Radio~;raphlc findings: 1.
The extremities showed shortening of all three segments with irregularities and slight flaring of the metaphyses and premature osslficatlon of several epiphyses of the proximal phalanges of the hands. The fibulae were long in comparison to the tlbae. 2.
The most striking radiographic finding was that of abscence of ossification of several cervical vertebral bodies and lower sacral segments. The remainder of the vertebral bodies were oval shaped and the interpedicular distance was diminished in the lumbo-sacral area. 3.
The pelvis showed a typical trident appearance of the acetabula with flaring of the lilac wings. The ischial bones were comma shaped and the pubic bones were delayed in ossification.
4.
The head and the clavicles were normal. The rib ends were slightly irregular and flared.
The combination of the above mentioned radiographic findings has not been described before. The differential diagnosis includes the achondrogenesishypochondrogenesis -spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita -spectrum. None of these entities, however, have all the features of our patient, suggesting that the present case could represent a new skeletal dysplasia.
The Hospital for Sick Children, 555 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X8
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CQ~IGENITAL LYHPHANGITIC ELEPHANTIASIS R. Dominguez, and L. Robinson A case report is presented of a boy with localized congenital hypertrophy of his lower extremity.
Conventional radiographs revealed osteoiytic lesions of the long bones in the affected extremity as an expression of the rare lymphangiematosis of bone. An H~r multiplannar supplemental study revealed the extent, nature and limits of the subcutaneous lymphangiomatosis and was very helpful in planning the surgical resection. The purpose of this study was to determine whether either a low or high calcium diet maintained throughout the growing period, would affect peak vertebral bone density (BD). The study was carried out using the New Zealand white rabbit as an animal model. Twenty.four rabbits had BD measured by QCT at 6 week intervals until their growth plates closed. Eight received a standard calcium diet for rabbits (0.45 gm calcium per 100 gm of chow); eight were fed a low calcium diet (0.15%), and eight a high calcium diet (1.35%).
There was a statistically significant difference among the three groups: F(2,101) = 25.94 (p< .0001). Multiple comparison tests showed that animals on a medium or high calcium diet did not differ in BD from each other but were associated with larger mean BD values than the animals on a low calcium diet (p< .05). Throughout the study, there were no significant differences in weight, length, or age at time of epiphyseal closure between the rabbits fed low, medium, or high calcium diets.
Our results do not support the hypothesis that increased calcium intake during growth affects peak bone mass. A high calcium diet did not increase vertebral BD or peak BD over that of a standard calcium diet in our study. Moreover, moderately severe calcium restriction had a relatively small affect on vertebral BD. A diet threefold lower in calcium than a standard diet resulted in a 4% lower peak vertebral BD. One hundred cases of Ewlng sarcoma was classified in "Banjica" register of bone tumors. Among them, 11 were located on several parts of vertebral column. There were six males and five females. Mean age was 13.9 years (ranged from 7 to 22). Some of them were misdiagnosed at the beginning of the treatment and, consequently, they were treated as having osteomyelitis of vertebrae, tuberculosis of the spine, juvenile discus etc. This caused prolonged period between initial complaints and proper treatment (7.3 months) compared with average period for this group of tumors.
Departments of Radiology and
Authors present initial radiograms which caused mistakes in diagnosis.
Special orthopaedic hospital "Banjica", Takovska The dynamic, real-time method of sonography permits the hip to be evaluated, not only at rest, but while the hip is moved thru the range allowed by the harness. Position and stability is assessed in transverse and coronal planes. The technique has been used in over 500 examinations performed on infants wearing a Pavlik harness.
Sonography is useful for checking position. Clinically undetected posterior dislocations have been identified. The harness can be adjusted with the assistance of ultrasound in order to obtain the most beneficial position. With dislocations detected within four weeks of birth, placement in the harness can result in gradual reduction over time. Serial sonograms are critical in deciding if the dislocated hips are reducing and if treatment should be discontinued. Clinical myology and genetics are often facing the problem of early detecting carriers of x-linked recessive muscular dystrophies. The differential diagnosis of patients with neuromuscular diseases (ND) is an unsolved problem hi many cases, but a precise diagnosis is required for every genetic counselling. To solve these problems myosonography as introduced by Dr. Heckmatt was used.
A total number of 874 persons was investigated: healthy controls 218, patients with known or suspected ND 351, screening of carriers 305. Myosonography was able to detect abnormalities before the onset of dinieal symptoms.
The following muscular diseases can be differentiated by ultrasound: Duchenne, Becker and 13mery-Dreifuss-dystrophy, Facioscapulohumeral and Limb Girdle dystrophy, Congenital and Fukuyama dystrophy as well as Welander and Myotonic dystrophy, Hnally spinal atrophies.
In screening of carriers myosonography had a sensitivity of 92%, a specificity of 93%, and a positive predictive value of 92,5%. In neuropathles, however, this methode seems not to be promising.
Myosouography is recommended as easiest way to detect carriers and to differentiate dystrophies. Additionally, patients at risk for malignant hyperthermia can be identified preoperatively by ultrasound.
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SONOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS OF OSGOOD-SCHLATTER DISEASE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SONOGRAPHIC AND CONVENTIONAL X-RAY TECHNIQUES. M. Meradji, S.G.F. Robben
High resolution sonography was performed in 30 children (21 boys and 9 girls) with OsgoodSchlatter disease. In 27 cases the knee was altered unilaterally and in the remaining 3 cases bilaterally (33 knees). Comparative x-ray films were taken routinely in all patients of this group. Soft tissue swelling in front of the tuberosity as a characteristic feature of altered knee was seen and measured in all 33 knees (30 cases), while radiologically the swelling was visible in 31 knees. Avulsion of tibial tuberosity, as may be seen in the second stage of this disease, was sonographically and radiolcgically recognized in 17 of 33 altered knees. In addition sonography showed avulsion in one knee, that was missed by radiography. In two other cases (two knees) the fragmentation was claerly seen on ultrasound, but not on the radiographs. Fragmentation of tuberosity usually appears late stages of Osgood-Schlatter disease. This sign was seen both sonographically and radiographirally in 21 of 33 knees. In two knees sonography detected fragmentation, missed by x-rays. The results of this comparative study show the superiority of sonography in the diagnosis of Osgood--Schlatter disease especially in early stages, not only for the recognition of soft tissue swelling but also to detect avulsion of the tibial tuberosity and changes of the ossification centre and can be used for the evaluation of Osgood-Schlatter disease. Sophia Children's Hospital, Dep. of Paed. Ead., Gordelweg 160,3038 GE RotterdamrThe Netherlands.
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DIFFERENTIATION OF THE CAMPOMELIC SYNDROME. CAMPOMELIC SYNDROME WITHOUT CAMPOMELIA? E. Rupprecht, O. Athenstaedt, G.K. Hinkel Two patients showing campomelic syndrome are compared with four others showing but partial symptoms of the syndrome, thus allowing no definite classification. The partial symptoms found in the latter patients are considered specific to the campomelic syndrome. The authors discuss the question whether the letter cases, which lack the most striking feature of the syndrome (to which the latter owes its name) -the bowing of the tibiae -, might be classified as an oligosymptomatic form of the syndrome. 
GORHAM'S DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD (A case report and review of the litterature)
Blount disease (tibia vara, osteochondrosis deformans tibiae) is a local disturbance of growth of the medial aspect of the proximal end of tibia, affecting the metaphysis, epiphyseal cartilage and epiphysis.Histological changes are principally localized to epiphyseal cartilage. No findings suggest the occurrence of avascular necrosis of bone.The irregularity of the metaphysis and medial part of epiphysis is a consequence of irregular advance of ossification.The entity was classified into the infantile and adolescent type (Blount, 1937) .The radiographic abnormalities of the infantile type can be divided into 6 stages depending on the maturity of the skeleton and the degree of growth disturbance (Langenski61d, 1952 (Langenski61d, , 1964 . 3 Turkish sibs presented at the age of 7 (~), 26 (0~ and 45 (~) months with bowing of legs.An elder brother and further members of the family were healthy.Their parents are first cousins. Diet had always been adequate and the bowing was not preceded by any localized or systemic illness.Radiographic investigation showed physiologic bowing of tibia in the 7 month old girl, Stage I Blount disease in the 26 month old boy and Stage II Blount disease in the 45 month old girl. The reported cases provide evidence for autosomal recessive inheritance. Blount disease has been reported to be an autosomal dominant (McKusick, 18870) and recessive (McKusick, 25920) disorder.This observation points to genetic heterogenity, i.e. the existence of two genetically different, but radiologically indistinguishable disorders.Germinal mosaicism is less likely, multifactorial inheritance has been suggested by Bathfield and Beighton, 1978.
P.THIESSE P.KAEMMERLEN E,BOUFFET C.BAILLY M.FAVROT P.JONAS T.PHILIP M.BRUNAT-MENTIGNY
Lymphangiomatosis of bone is an uncommon disease. It appears as a massive primarily avascular osteolysis affecting both the cortex and spongiosa rapidly progressive , extending to the adjacent bones with no respect for Joint boundaries. A painless soft swelling is usually present and the vital prognosis depends on the chest involvement. We report one case of an 11 year-old girl with pleural involvement which lead to death within 4 months after the appearence of a cutaneous lymphangioma. The difficulties of the diagnosis on histopathological samples and the variability of the clinical progression give a preeminent place to the radiological identification of these disease. The radiological appearence is the key to the separation of this entity from cystic lymphangioma or ordinary hemangioma of bones, Few authors report a coincidence of minor congenital anomalies and embryonic tumors of infancy. Wellknown are those combined with chromosomal anomalies (hemihypertrophy, aniridia, 13q-syndrome, trisomy-21...). The incidence of rib anomalies in children without malignancies, congenital heart disease or spinal dysraphism was 5.5% (200 children). We reviewed thorax X-rays of 1000 children with malignancies for any kind of rib anomaly. We found 242 rib anomalies in 218 patients (21,8%); a significant (p < O.O01) accumulation considering an incidence of 5.5% rib anomalies in a "healthy" population. All kinds of malignancies showed a high incidence of cervical Fibs: neuroblasioma 35,2%, cerebral tumors 28,4%, Wilms' tumor 26,5% and leukemia 25,7%. The increased incidence of these mesenchymal "defects" in malignancies of infancy and childhood may be another clue for an alterated morphogenesis in tumor origination. On the other hand in nenroblastoma the rib anomaly may be another expression of neurocristopathy as proposed for the association of congenital heart disease and neuroblastoma*. Conventional radiography and MRI were used in twenty children (age range 4 -15 years) to determine the cause of joint pain. 13 boys, 7 girls were examined.
MRI studies were performed with a 1,5-T system (Siemens, Magnetom). SE, T1 and T2 weighted images were obtained through each lesions in a variety of planes. In these cases conventional X-Ray revealed intracapsular or extracapsular focal lesions.
MR imaging proved to be accurate in estimating the size and localisation of the lesions, soft tissue and bone marrow involvement. Different types of lesions were detected (osteoid osteoma, chronic osteomyelitis, enehondroma etc.).
MRI provided helpful information in planning the surgical intervention. In "Banjica" register of bone tumors there were 100 cases of histologically verificated Ewing sarcoma. In analysis of these cases authors found great differences in radiologlcal signs of tumors of long tubular bones comparing them with the tumors of the other localization (11% on vertebrae, 8% on sacroiliac joint etc.).
Authors present classical radiogram, arteriography, scintigraphy and computerized tomography of some illustrative cases. The purpose of this paper is to examine a spectrum of nasal pathology and assess its evaluation by CT.
51 cases of nasal abnormality were reviewed, consisting of 25 females and 27 males. The age group was i day to 17.5 years, with a mean of 5 years. Sedation was utilized frequently in obtaining the scans.
16 children had congenital structural abnormalities, including 6 choanal atresias (I multiple craniosynostosis), 9 ehoanal stenoses (including 2 Pfeiffer's syndrome, i Crouzon's, and I Apert's), and 1 cleft palate with nasal involvement. Benign masses were found in 23 with 4 dermolds, 5 polyps (i with cystic fibrosis end polyposis), i papilloma, 2 lipmoas, 4 eneephaloceles, 1 nasal glioma, I keloid, I foreign body granuloma, i foreign body, 1 benign fibrous osseous lesion, i lymphangioma, and 1 ease of hypertrophied adenoids. Three lacrimal duct abnormalities were seen as well as 6 patients with vascular abnormalities (2 hemangiomas and i hemangioendothelioma, and 3 angiofibromas). Fibrous dysplasia was present in i case. There were 3 malignant masses including 1 case each of carcinoma, chlorma, and transitional cell carcinoma.
CT was able to delineate the extent of the abnormality and could frequently suggest the diagnosis or limit differential considerations. CT is an excellent means of accurately imaging a wide variety of nasal abnormalities in children.
Children 
LARYNGEAL ULTRASONOGPJ~PHIC SIIJDY IN INFANTS AND CHILDREN : PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS.
C. GAREL* ; M. HASSAN* ; M. ELMALEH* ; I. LEGRAND* ; P. NARCY** Normal patterns of laryngeal sonography (LS) in children have already been presented during the last ESPR meeting in Dublin (Reference 64, to be published in Pediatric Radiology). We now report the findings in 22 children with endoscopically and/or surgically proved laryngeal pathology who underwent LS. This is not a double-blind study. Our series included 4 vocal cords palsies, 8 acquired subgtottic stenosis, 7 spaceoccupying lesions (cystic 134nphangioma (1), sub-glottic hemangiomas {4), heterotopic salivary tissue (1), neurofibromatosis -related mass (1)), 2 congenital sub-glottic stenosis related to an anatomic abnormality of the anterior arch of the cricoid and 1 laryngeal diastema. The sonographic and endoscopic findings have been well correlated in 19 cases (86 %). The missed cases included : a laryngeal diastema in which the posterior cricoid silt could not be imaged because it was hidden by the acoustic shadow of the subgiottic air, one out of the 4 subglottic hemangiomas because of a suboptimal study (restless child) and one out of the 4 laryngeal palsies, which was probably ascribed to the fact that the infant had been examined during deep sleep, that led to too small glottic movements. We conclude that L.S yields an overall good accuracy as a coalplementary way of investigating laryngeal pathology during childhood. LS is quite useful for studying dynamic abnormalities (provided that glottic movements can be obtained), in the work-up of space-occupying lesions and acquired and congenital laryngeal stenosis. At times, some kind of sedation may be necessary. L.S wil] not be contributive in postero-midline defects (laryngea] diastemas).
From Department oF Radiology (*) and otolaryngology {** During a 20 months period 5 full-term newborns were observed, who had the classical criteria of ARDS. Four of them presented with pre-or intrapartum asphyxia; two had proven group-B streptococcal sepsis. All of them suffered from severe shock and there was obvious pulmonary hypertension. In order to achieve adequate gasexchange all five newborns were ventilated hy high frequency. Despite a high mean air-way pressure typical radiological findings of "white" lungs developed; in four patients extraalveolar air as well due to acute barotrauma was present. Only two patients survived, requiring 17 and 46 days of artificial ventilation. In three newborns, who died due to septic shock and hypoxemic hypoxia after 17 to 173 hours autopsy demonstrated the classical histological elements of ARDS. This morbid entity needs an agresslve supportive treatment and still remains a terrible challenge for the intensive care team.
The authors reviewed 8 eases (6 recoveries, 2 deceased) and try to def'me the part of the X-Ray examination in the dlagnos{s and the follow up of such a syndrome.
They compared the radiologle and clinica~ datas with those of 2 cases of pure pulmonary edema that oecured under ambiguous drcumstances:
1. X-Ray fledings are not specific. 2. The delay between the critical event and the onset of the X-Ray smptoms is important for the diagnosis. 3. X-Ray examination allows the detection of the complications. Twenty-six survivors of Stage IV BPD treated in our Intensive Gare Nursery between 1964 and 1973 were studied at ages 14-25 for late outcome and sequelae. Control groups consisted of 26 age-matched ex-prematures without lung disease and 53 healthy age-matched nonsmoking volunteers. All subjects were assessed by history, physical examination, chest radiography, EKG, doppler echocardiography, blood gas studies, and pulmonary function studies. Chest radiographs were scored normal (0), mild (i), or moderate/severe (2) for eight variables in a blinded fashion. Eight (31%) ex-BPD subjects had a total score of 4 or greater while no control subject had a score that high (P<.0001). Radiographic abnormalities included mild hyperexpansion, blebs, interstitial thickening, perihronehial cuffing, and pleural thickening. The sensitivity of the chest radiographic score was high (i.0), hue the specificity was low (.30). Twenty (76%) of the ex-BPD group had pulmonary dysfunction. Tests of airway obstruction, when compared with normal controls, were significantly diminished (P<.01 -P<.0001). Fixed airway obstruction was found in 6 ex-BPD subjects (24%) while 14 (54%) had reactive airway disease. EKG and echocardiographie changes were rare. ~e conclude that young adult survivors of Stage IV BPD may have significant functional sequelae with relatively minor radiographic abnormalities. Following a study in/48 patients with AIDS, which confirmed that altered alveolar membrane permeability associated with opportunistic pulmonary infection could be identified by measurement of 99m-Tc-DTPA aerosol clearance, the rote of the investigation was assessed in children undergoing bone marrow transplantation.
Department of Diagnostic
E[ghteen patients (9 male, 9 female) were studied, the ages ranging from 5 to 15 years (mean 9.2 years). Baseline clearances, obtained in 15, provided values similar to non-smoking adults except in 2 in whom, by exclusion of alternative aetiologies, markedly shortened values appeared to reflect pro-conditioning chemotherapy.
In the others, the normal half-clearance time of aerosol from the lungs (T 89 was 32.9 -90.0 rain. (mean, 46.5; SD, 16.5 rain.) . Abnormal values were demonstrated in a further 9 patients, 4 of whom initially had normal results, on 11 separate clinical occasions. The range of abnormal T 89 was 1.7 -20.0 min. (mean, 8.6; SD, 4.5 min.). A definitive pathological diagnosis was established in 7: chronic raft versus host disease (QVHD), 2; GVHD and cytomegalovirus MY), 2i CMV, 1 i chronic interstitial pneumonitis (IP), i; adenovirus, 1. CMV was implicated in 2 children by its growth in stool and urine while, in 2 others, clinical improvement resulted from empirical therapy for pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP). An abnormal chest X-ray was only associated with a shortened T 89 in 4/13 (31%). it is concluded that measurement of pulmonary aerosol clearance provides a cheap but sensitive method for the investigation of suspected IP. Being simple, rapid and reliable it permits the more specific investigations to be directed sooner than the previously standard screening tests and thus expedite the initiation of therapy. It has also been shown that the response to such therapy by serial studies can be monitored. Preoperatively : 2DDE was insufficient in 13 patients (double aortic arch, aberant right subclavlan artery, hypoplasia o9 left pulmonary velns, ventricular septum defects... ). MRI complemented 2DDE in all patients.
Post-operatlvely : NRI demonstrated complementary information in all 10 patients : precisely depicting the anatomical feature of the scanning correction ; appreclat~ng the size, course and patency of the palliative shunts and revasculirized pulmonary arteries after the B1alock procedures (one realized on an aberant right subclavian artery) ; clearly visualizing the proximal segment of the relnserted coronary ~rteries ~nd pulmonary artery in the ~'swltcbes ~T ; revealing a post-surgical hemoperlcardlum ; correctly depicting the isthmlc region of a coarctation of the aorta after surgical repair. DSA was performed in 7 patlents. MRI was in agreement with DSA in all patients. In the 5 other patients, MRI was avoided Concluslon : 2DDE remains the prime impaglng modality in CHD of newborns. MRI is a valuable non invasive tool complementary to 2DOE. It has the potential to replace anglography which is therefore no longer always mandatory. Dengue Haefnorrhagic Fever (DHF) is a severe disease in children, sometimes leading to death. To decrease the mortality rate, an early diagnosis is needed. One of the diagnostic criteria is pleural effusion detected on Chest X-Ray(CXR). CZfR and US examinations were performed on stage III and IV DHF clinically proven cases. The aim of this study is: i. To compare CXR and US findings in detecting pleural effusion. 2. To report other findings found on US examination.
128 CXR-US examinations were performed on 50 cases. In 256 pleural spaces were 103 pleural effusions detected on both examinations, 82 negat~e findings on both examJ_nations, 65 were positive on US but negative on CXR and 6 were negative on US but positive on CXR. Ascites was also found in 33 cases, thickeninn of the gallbladder wall in ii and an abnormal liver parenchyma in i.
Conclusion: US examination might be superior to CXR for early detection of DHF pleural effusion. Other US findings were ascites as well as liver and gallbladder abnormalities in a few cases. The results of children with esophageal strictures in whom the bougienage with rigid Rehbein bougies was replaced by ballon dilatation were retrospectively studied. In a total of 13 patients aged 3 months to 13 years, 40 dilatations were performed. 6 children had localized esophageal strictures following esophageal atresia repair, 2 suffered from congenital stenosis, in 3 the stricture was acqu{red, the remainin 9 2 developed achalasia. Esophagoscopy as well as fluoroscopy was emplayed for guidance. In 11 children clinical i.e. symptomatic improvement after ballon d~!~tation was evident, radiographically confirmed in 8. Seven patients required only one d• g required repeat dilatations but no surgical intervention. Two failures occured, one in a child with diffuse, unresectable stricture, dup to child abuse, the second in a boy suffering from complicated esophageal atresia repair. The study shows, that esophagoscopic guided ballon dilatation of loCalized and diffuse esophageal strictures is an effective and safe procedure.
Departments of Radiology, Pediatrics and Surgery JW-Goethe University, Theodor-Stern-Kai 7, 6000 Frankfurt am Main 70F~
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GASTRO ESOPHAGEAL REFLUX: COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN SONOGRAPHY AND pHMETRY H. Games 225 simultaneous US and pHmetric examinations were performed in children aged 1 month to 7 years. 80 concomittant endoscopies were available. We considered pHmetrie score as pathological over 5% total acidity time.
On US, after milk feeding, we considered as normal: 0 reflux, phyiologieal: 1 -3 refl~ixes per 10 ran, mild dysfunction: 3 -6 refluxes per 10 mn and severe dysfunction: 6 rcfluxes or more. The later cases were considered as severe because they included all the esophagitis.
Results-
In 25 cases technical problems made pHmetry useless. pHmetry was normal in 100 cases (45%). US correlation was good in 93 cases and normality confirmed endoseopleally in 19. However in 7 cases US showed severe dysfunction. One case had endoscopically proven esophagitis the baby was exclusively milk fed. pHmetrv was pathological in 100 cases (45%), US showed: in 23 severe dysfunction, endoscopy was pathological showing hiatus hernia gaping cardia and in 11 cases ulcerative esophagitis. But pHmetrle score was not specific and similar values were found, in 18 mild US dysfunctions with 9 normal or subnormal endoseoples, in 59 normal sonographies correlated by 38 normal endoscopies. In these cases pHmetrie score was due to a small number of prolonged events. Two are particularly disturbing: -acid food which increases the number and length of acid refluxes, reflux during sleep which lengthens dramatically esophageal clearance, in reducing deglutltions.
In our experience reflux is only damaging if constantly repeated and related to severe hlatal dysfunction. US ist a good alternative to appreaciate hiatal function and gives furthermore indispensable morphological data. Pediatric airway obstruction due to vascular anomalies can be related to a disease producing respiratory distress. Up to now, several diagnostic modalities have been used in the evaluation of . tracheal stenosis, tt has been shown that MR Imaging has substantial capability for demonstrating the anatomical structures and has the added advantages of not requiring intravascular contrast medium nor x-ray exposure. Bronchoscopy allows the evaluation of the lumen of the trachea, and the degree and location of collapse, however it may be difficult to determine the etiology of the tracheal narrowing:
Fourty patients ranging in age from six weeks to five years ten months were examined with MR imaging after bronchoscopy. The MR imaging diagnoses were subsequently compared for accuracy with the diagnoses determined by direct surgical observations or by the combination of other examinations and clinical findings. Diagnosis included aortic arch anomalies, innom}nate artery compression, pulmonary artery compression and tracheoma!acia.
MR Imaging was performed with a 1,0T MAGNETOM (Siemens) using ECG-gated single-echo sequences. In seventeen patients the tracheal narrowing by the innominate artery was demonstrated as a focal compression of the trachea, Sagittal plane by demonstrating the entire thoracic trachea reveated best the site and extent of the tracheal narrowing. Nine patients had aortic arch anomalies, Some of them had a right descending thoracic aorta and a markedly dilated arch compressing the trachea at the level of carina. Eight patients were diagnosed by bronchoscopy to have distal tracheal or bronchial compression.
MR imaging appears to be an imaging modality, appropriate for demonstrating tracheal stenosis. For evaluation of the cause of airway obstruction, MR imaging is an ideal method depicting detailed anatomic structure without employing ionizing radiation or intravenous contrast medium. Bronchial atresia is a congenital malformation in which a bronchus is atretlc and is separated from Ihe rest of distal bronchial tree. This condition is charaterized by nearly pathognomonie radiologic features. This is a retrospective study of 5 cases of bronchial atresla. The age of the patients was 1 -15 years and alI of the children had pcrslstent clinical symptoms like cough, dispnea and infection. There were three types of diagnostic criteria: radiographic, endoscopic and/or bronchographic and anatomic.
On conventional radiographic examinations, this complete syndrome was observed in all 5 cases. A thoracic CT scan was performed in all 5 cases. It permitted identification of the bronchoceles more precisely than conventional chest X-Ray.
Endoscopy and bronchography was performed in all 5 cases. The endoscopic examination was normal. The bronchographic examination revealed in all cases displacement of adjecent bronchus. Anatomic macroscopic and microscopic observations were found in 2 children: dilated distal bronchial branches ramifying in emphysema. Seventy eight children with TGA, corrected with an arterial switch operation, were examined with Doppler US and MRI. A late complication of the arterial switch operation is steansis of the RVOT, PT or MPA. It is often possible to assess a flow gradient with Doppler US, but imaging with US is insufficient due to intervening lung and scar tissue. Cardioangiography is too invasive to be used as a screening imaging examination for pnimonary stenosis. Twenty patient were operated in 2 stages, first pulmonary artery banding, followed by a switch of the great arteries. Fifty-eight patients had an immediate arterial switch operation. Doppler US showed a stenosis of the RVOT, pulmonary trunc or main pulmonary artery in 24 patients. MR imaging in transversal, angulated sagittal and coronal planes provided anatomical information of a mild to severe stenosis in 28 patients. In patients with a two-stage operation, MRI demonstrated exaggerated sinusoid trabecniation with dilatation of the RV and RA in 16, probably a result of hypertrophy due to the delay till the second operation. This aspect of RV anatomy was not noticed on US and has as yet not been reported in the literature. MR images are shown of postoperative anatomical relationships of the great arteries, of right ventricle abnormalities and of pulmonary stenoses. The general use of sonography can, as for many other organs, contribute significantly to the elucidation and differentiation of many pleural processes. Although sonography has limitations due to its imaging principle it is very effective for differentiation liquld-filled cavities from solitary masses. This capability is especially useful in children. Preceding radiography, however, is compulsory.
The authors present some patients from their own experiences which illustrate this problem.
Department of Radiology and Paediatric Clinic, Medical Academy, Bydgoszcz, Poland
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THE ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSIS OF THE MAXILLARY SINUSES OF CHILDREN H. Handel and M. Breitschuh
Ultrasonic diagnosis (A-and B-mode) is a nuninvasive alternative without radiation exposure to the radiographic examination of the maxillary sinuses of children.
Given the adequate prerequisites (high resolution device, trained examiner) diagnostic mistakes can be reduced to a minimum. By means of 500 examinations we can show that sonography becomes the first and frequently the only necessary diagnostic imaging procedure for diagnosing the maxillary sinus in paediatric patients. Computed tomographic (CT) and magnetic renonauce (MR) examinations of 22 children with confirmed vascular lesions were reviewed retrospect valy to determine the respective imaging characteristics in 6 clinlcal-histological lesion categories: Lymphangioma (2 patients), combined lymphatic and haemovascular malformations (6 patients), venous or capillary-venous malformations (3 patients), arteriovenous malformations (5 patients), haemangiomas in the proliferating phase (3 patients) and involuted haemangiomas (3 patients). CT and MR scans were evaluated for tissue extent, margins, attenuation or s;gnal characteristics, enhancement pattern, and the presence of increased fat, calcifications or vessels. In each patient, an attempt was made to diagnose specifically the lesion type from each examination. The contrast between the lesion and normal tissue was seen best on T2-weighted MR images, but there was no difference in the tissue extent predicted by CT compared with MRI. Reviewers correctly diagnosed the type of lesion with certainty by CT in 16 patients and by MR in 11 patients. In arterioveuous malformations MR demonstrated the high flow vessels better than CT, but CT showed bone changes better. In vascular lesions containing predominantly lymphatic tissue, "contrast-anhanced CT demonstrated the haemovascular components better than MR. Although ~maglng characteristics were inhomogeneous within the categories, some specific features were identified: "cystic stranding" and rim enhancement for lymphangiomas, large calcifications for venous and capillary-venous malformations, and diffuse fibre-fatty tissue with "capsules" for involved haemangiomas. In summary, contrast-enhanced CT appears to be more informative than MR in predicting the different types of vascular lesions in children.
Kinderklinik des Bezlrkskrankenhauses, Plantage 6, DDR-3600 Halberstadt
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CORRELATION OF BLOOD CULTURE AND RADIOLOGICAL FINDINGS IN LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS OF THE NEWBORN. D.A. NZEH hND S. RIMFER
Analysis of plain chest radiographic findings in 20 neonates with positive blood cultures were carried out. Organisms isolated were staphylococcus, streptococcus, listeria, candida, pseudomonas, escherichia and cedecea species. The frequency of radiologicsl abnormalities was determined namely: consolidation, granular opacities, ground glass appearance, interstitial opacities, emphysema and sir bronchogram. 4 cases (20%) had normal chest radiographs.
On the whole the findings did not conform to a particular pattern for any individual pathogen. showed a heteregenic thyroid gland consisting of diffusely hyperechoic solid nodules and similar lymphnodes (LN). Laboratory data revealed Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Scintigraphy demonstrated absence of isotope uptake in the right thyroid lobe. On standard chest radiography, there was evidence of mild upper mediastinal enlargement with some compression of the trachea, but of normal lungs and no calcifications. -Right thyroidectomy, resection of the isthmus and biopsy of the left thyroid lobe were performed; the diagnosis of papillary adenocarcinoma with metastatic adenopethy was made by histology, also confirming Hashimeto's thyroiditis of the left lobe. -Two weeks after surgery, a suboptimal computerized tomography showed some solid tissue at the site of thyroidectomy and no LN. At 4 weeks, US demonstrated a right cervical lesion, suspicious of metastatic adenopathy. Fine needle biopsy was unsuccessful.Magnetic resonance imaging provided strong arguments for malignancy of this lesion as well as of 2 other mediastinal LN. It also suggested benign postoperative changes in the right thyroidectomy site and nenspecific inflammation of the remaining left thyroid lobe. All of these were confirmed histologically after a second operation.
This pictorial assay summarizes the complex nature and diagnosis of a rare pathological entity in pediatrics. It also allows to demonstrate the value of the different imagin 9 modalities used in the work-up and monitoring of a malignant thyroid process. Children with fibrocystic disease suffer from numerous respiratory infections. That is a reason for prospective evaluation of clinical and radiological findings, so it could be possible to make graduation of chronic respiratory insufficiency (CRI). Radiological examination was evaluated in 17 patients over 12 months period. There were 10 male and 7 female patients. The mean age was 4.2, range from 1 year to 14 years. Clinical signs in all cases were steady cough, viscous mucus, pneumonic infiltrate in the iung, found by physical examination. Study of all obtained and acceptable radiographs attempts to classify the degree of interval change.
We found hyperinflation in all the cases, nonspecific linear shadows in most cases, atelectasis in six patients, empyema in two children. This study showed that there were polymorphic changes of radiographs, but, abnormalities detected before a severe pathophysiologie damaging is present, may prevent considerable CRI and also mortality.
Zavod za zdr. zastitu dece i omladine, Ivana Milutinovlca 9/14, YU-11000 Belgrade
@@
RADIOGRAPHIC APPEARENCES AND LUNG FUNCTION IN CHILDREN WITH BRONCHOPULMONARY DYSPLASIA (BPD) H Wiersbitzkv,G. Kirsch and S,Wiersbitzkv
We have performed a follow-up study in 40 children suffering from BPD after a prolonged arteficial ventilation therapy in the neonatal period, Results:In 5G~ of the children the characteristics radiographic features of BPD have disappeared up to the end of the 2nd year of life Nevertheless frequently relapsin 9 pneumonia and / or obstructive bronchitis were to be observed, In spite of the absence of acute attacks 90% of the chest radiograms showed persistent linear shadows and -xOq' ,,o of them had prolonged emphysematous regions_ The lung function were measured after the 1st year of life by lung perfusion scintigrams with Technetium-m99-microspheres,We found a normal function in 33~ of the children and a diminished or altereted lung function in 2/3 of the BPD-children,The scans were characterized by a reduction of the lung perfusion;but no case with localized absence of perfusion was observed. We report our experience with endovaginal sonography (EVS) in a group of non-pregnant adolescent females referred for pelvic sonography over the past year. We assessed the efficacy of EVS as compared to transabdominal sonography (TAS). 31 scans with EVS were performed in 26 postmenarcheal females (median age 16 yrs) referred for possible PID ~15), pelvic pain (8), mass (i), menstrual irregularities (i), or questionable abnormal ovaries (i). 29 exams included both TAS and EVS; in 2, only EVS was done. We compared both techniques and assessed whether EVS could provide better image quality, better anatomic detail and offer additional diagnostic information. In 10%, findings which were clearly normal by TAS were shown to be abnormal by EVS. However, EVS demonstrated better image quality in 76% and better anatomic detail in 97%. In none was TAS better than EVS in quality or detail. EVS provided additional useful information in 66%; this allowed greater diagnostic confidence in 35% with possible PID by better demonstration of fluid in endometrial canal, hydrosalpinx, or tubo-ovarian abscess~ and by better characterization of free pelvic fluid. EVS improved diagnostic accuracy in cases of uterine duplication and ovarian torsion. Average scan time for EVS was 12 minutes. Our experience indicates that EVS is a relatively easy, rapid imaging technique that is better-tolerated in most patients. Although field-of-view is limited as compared to TAS, EVS provides exquisite detail, helps to elucidate unclear findings on TAS, and helps to improve diagnostic accuracy. EVS is also especially helpful in obese patients and in those unable to maintain a full bladder. EVS should be considered a useful and worthwhile adjunct to TAS. In the majority of patients, the increased echogenieity of the medullary pyramids was due to nephrocalcinosis. However, an important subgroup included 7 infants who demonstrated prominent medullary echogenicity which, on follow-up examination, returned to normal !. tbls group, the hyperechoic medullary pyramids is thought to relate to transient renal insufficiency and has been labeled "Tamm-Horsfall" tubular obstruction. Conclusion: In 80% of patients, the finding of a hyperechoic medullary pyramid was associated with a specific pathological condition. The majority of patients have hypercalciuria which causes deposition of calcium in the renal tubules resulting in increased sonographic echogenicity of the renal medullary pyramids. A systematic approach, including the sonographic appearance, measurement of serum calcium, creatinine and electrolytes, and urine calcium excretion usually allows a specific etiologic diagnosis. To rule out the incidence of transient medullary changesresembling "tubular stasis nephropathy" resp. "Tamm-Horsefall nephropathy" -during first week of life, 51 neonates with clinically normal kidneys were studied with renal ultrasound prospectively.
Two thirds of the babies were full-terms, the others were prematures or small for date. All were on prophylactic standard dose of vitamin D. None of them had received any larger amounts of calcium and/or furosemide. Transient increase in medullary echogenicity was found in 37% of all studied neonates, occuring 4 times more frequently in full-terms than in prematures. Initial intensity of sonographic changes were catagorized visually as being "intensive" in 26%, "medium" in 32%, and "little" i n 42%. Paralleling the ultrasound studies, urine probes were sampled on several days in each neonate and analysed for their content in calcium, sodium, potassium, uric acid, and Tamm-Horsefall protein (THp), later on. No significantly specific pattern in the follow-up of each of the checked substances nor in the combination of all together could be detected to be judged responsible for the sonographic changes, up to date. Different amounts of THp could be detected in all of the urine probes with a decrease during the first 8-10 days of life in nearly all of the cases. Although higher urine concentrations of THp were found more frequently in neonates with renal ultrasound changes compared to the normal group, it seems reasonable to favour the term "tubular stasis nephropathy" instead of "Tamm-Horsefall proteinuria". Tc-99m DMSA is a radiopharmaceutical which localizes in the proximal tubular cells in the renal cortex, allowing visualization of functioning renal parenchyma. Intravenous urography (IVU) was the diagnostic tool classically used to evaluate for the presence of reflux nephropathy. However, there are problems inherent in this technique. Tc-99m DM5A studies overcome some of the problems of IVU and have several advantages. They are not affected by overlying bowel gas, no patient preparation is required~ no risks due to the use of contrast medium are encountered and renal parenchyma is better visualized. Our findings are in accordance with other groups showing that Tc-99m DMSA studies are more sensitive than IVU in the detection of renal cortical abnormalities in children with reflux nephropathy.
As an extension of our application of DMSA studies, it was decided to examine renal allograft recipients with this radiopharrnaceutical. Nineteen children between 2-18 years of age were assessed. There were 9 abnormal studies, usually demonstrating multiple cortical abnormalities, and 10 normal studies. Normal studies were seen more often in grafts from living related donors and more often relatively early following transplantation. Analysis of donor information, ischaemia time, use of perioperative machine perfusion, recipient data and subsequent clinical course revealed no other correlation with the DMSA scan appearance. Indomethacin is used as a tocolytic agent and in the treatment of polyhydramnios. We report the case of a female infant, the 2nd of twin girls born at 36 weeks gestation, exposed to indomethacin for 13 weeks in utero (beginning at 20 weeks gestation), because of polyhydramnios affecting both fetuses. Oligohydramnios was detected in both fetuses at 30 weeks, resolved in twin A after indomethacin was stepped~ but persisted in twin B. On day 5, twin B developed gross hematuria, systolic hypertension and bilateral flank masses. Urine output was normal. On day 3, BUN was I0 mg/dl and serum creatinine was 3.4 mg/ dl. Renal sonography (US) at 7 days: bilateral renomegaly with brightly increased parenchymal echogenicity bilaterally and virtually no corticomedullary differentiation, findings typical for infantile polycystic kidney disease. Percutaneous kidney biopsy on day 9 revealed numerous immature glomeruli, many of which had dilated Bowman's spaces. There was mild interstitial fibrosis but no evidence of inflammation. Tubules were slightly dilated and there were a few dilated cystic structures lined by flattened epithelium. Renal US at 2 months showed normal size kidneys with persistent, but less brightly increased cortical echogenicity. At 8.5 months, US revealed bilaterally small kidneys with overall increased parenchymal echogenicity and complete loss of visualization of the eorticomedullary junctions. By the end of the first year of life, the serum creatinine levels remained stable at 1.2 to 1.5 mg/dl. We speculate that in utero exposure to indomethacin may lead to an arrest in nephrogenesis and suggest that the diagnosis of glomerulocystic disease be considered when US findings mimic those of infantile polycystic kidney disease in this clinical setting. Acute pyelonephritis in children is commonly assumed to be associated with reflux. Recent reports have suggested that pyelonephritis in the absence of reflux is common and it has been attributed to the presence of P-fimbriae in certain strains of E. coll. We studied 94 patients (pts) hospitalized with febrile UTI to determine the relationship between reflux, P-fimbriae, and acute pyelonephritis and to evaluate the diagnostic reliability of commonly used clinical and laboratory parameters. Based on previous experimental study, we used 99mTc-DMSA renal scan as the standard of reference for diagnosing acute pyelonephritis. Pyelonephritis was documented in 61 (65%) pts. Reflux was demonstrated in 32% of the total group and in only 39% of pts with pyelonephritis. Of the 70 E. cell urinary isolates, 70% were P-fimbriated including 65% of isolates from pts with scan documented pyelonephritis and 75% of isolates from pts with normal DMSA scans. Although a trend was noted, there was no significant difference in the incidence of P-fimbriated E. cell in pts with positive DMSA scan and reflux (50%) compared with those who had positive scans without reflux (72%) [P=0.15] . Statistical analysis of clinical and laboratory parameters commonly used in the diagnosis of pyelenephritis revealed that these variables did not adequately predict the presence or absence of parenchymal involvement. These data show that: (i) acute pyelonephritis in the absence of demonstrable reflux is cormnon; (2) febrile UTI in children is commonly associated with P-fimbriated E. cell both in the presence or absence of reflux; (3) the presence of P-fimbriae alone does not fully explain the pathophysiology of pyelonephritis in the absence of reflux; and (4) Kidney size and renal function were investigated in 61 children (9.7 +/-4.3 years of age, range 1.7-17.9 years) with unilateral or bilateral renal scars. Most patients had a history of vesico-ureteral reflux but not of obstruction. The correlation between radiology and renal function was evaluated in 29 patients, in which the functional and morphological study had been performed within six months. The renal area was estimated by planimetry. The renal scars were graded according to Smellie and the reflux according to Parkulainen.
Clearance of inulin,GFR effective renal plasma flow,C/PAH, filtration fraction,FF and the urinary excretion of albumin were determined under water diuresis. Albumin was analyzed with radioimmunoassay.
In 54/61 patients one or both kidneys had a renal size below -2SD. Decreased GFR (<90ml/min/l.73m,range 20.7-89.4) was found in 45% of the patients indicating that some patients with one small kidney have compensatory hypertrphy on the comtralateral side. Increased albumin excretion (>20#g/min/100ml GFR) was common (44%), also in patients with normal GFR's. The degree of albuminuria was related to the size of the smallest kidney, to the grading of the scars and to the dilatation of the reflux. The microalbumin excretion was inversly correlated with the GFR. Strong correlation were found between kidney area and kidney length and between kidney area and GFR as well as C/PAH. Microalbumin~ria appears inversly correlated with GFR but is also commonly found at normal GFR in patients with one small scarred kidney and/or large reflux. P-fimhriae +ve E.Coli are believed to cause more clinically severe infectins than P-fimbriae -ve E.coli and in a small study presented at the ESPR Meeting in Toronto in 1987 we suggested that such organisms caused greater renal damage. The results were not statistically significant however. i06 children with a first documented bacteriologically proven UTI have now been investigated, 39 with P-fimbriae +ve, 67 with P-fimbriae -re. All have had a 99m Tc DMSA scan within 4 weeks of the infection and either an MCU or a 99m Tc DTPA indirect voiding cystogram. Upper renal tract abnormality is not associated with the P-fimbriae status of E.coli but reflux is commoner with P-fimbriae +ve E.coli than with P-fimbriae -ve. Eight patients underwent surgeryl with a pathological diagnosis of follicular cyst, as expected. Nine patients were treated conservatively and the resolution of the lesion was documented on sonographlc foUow-ups (1 to 6 months).
Based on this retrospective study, it seems to us that surgery should be limited to the large lesions (> 5 cm) and/or to the lesions that do not subside spontaneously on follow-up examinations. Percutaneous aspiration was not performed in our series, but should probably be offered as an alternative to surgery on prospective patients. This study was carried out to evaluate whether urodynamic results, in addition to conventional imaging results, change the method of treatment in pediatric patients with UTI.
The records of 51 patients who had recurrent UTI's and had both a conventional imaging work-up (VCUG, US, EU) as well as a urodynamic evaluation were reviewed.
The clinical course as well as the therapeutic interventions were followed over a mean of three years.
There was no statistically significant correlation between the prevalence of VUR and any of the urodynamie patterns of vesicourethral dysfunction. Forty-one of 51 patients had alterations in tilerapy based on urodynamic informatton.
Ot these, 50.1% were infection free for the subsequent 3 years.
Urodynamics should thus be contemplated in children with: 1) recurrent UTI after appropriate imaging and therapy regardless of the anatomic findings or imaging results, or, 2) persistent symptoms of dysfunctional voiding or vesicourethral dysfunction. 
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IMAGING IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND FOLLOW UP OF BILATERAL WILMS' TUMOURS AND NEPHROBLASTOMATOSIS P.J. Woodhead, C. Dicks-Mireaux 6-8% of patients with Wilms' tumour have bilateral disease. Nephroblastomatosis is more commonly found in these patients than in unilateral Wilms' tumour. To assess the accuracy of imaging in the diagnosis, planning and monitoring of treatment we studied the ultrasound, DMSA scans, CT scans and where performed, MRI in ten patients with bilateral Wilms' tumour treated at this hospital since 1984. All patients had multiple pre treatment biopsies. CT scans enabled targeted biopsy and histological correlation was obtained.
Wilms' tumour was correctly identified in all patients. In one patient a contralateral tumour was missed. All patients had associated nephroblastomatosis but we were unable to distinguish between these areas on imaging alone. Pre operative chemotherapy was given to all patients. A reduction in size in both the Wilms' tumours and areas of nephroblastomatosis occurred. This was more marked in the latter. In four patients a kidney with multifocal abnormality became normal in appearance over 3-9 months. Surgery following shrinkage with chemotherapy was performed in all patients and in four conservative surgery with preservation of renal tissue was facilitated.
We found CT scanning with IV contrast the most useful form of imaging in the diagnosis of bilateral Wilms' tumour. We advise that in these cases guided biopsy is essential to distinguish Wilms' tumour from nephroblastomatosis.
Department of Radiology, Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street, London WCIN 3JH, England.
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IS A PRELIMINARY FILM NECESSARY BEFORE THE MICTURATING CYSTOURETHROGRAM? Jobn de Camlzx) Many technical factors have contributed to significant dose reductions during micturating cystourethrograms (MCUs) in children. However, a preliminary film is still performed in many can b'es.
The aim of this study was to determine the value of the preliminary film in children undergoing MCU, and to determine ff its continued use was warranted.
The coded computer reports of 806 children undergoing MCUs in a 12 month period were retrospectively reviewed for abnormalities of the lumbar spine, hips or for calculi. In addition all other coded computer reports of the lumbar spine, hips, abdomen and intravenous pyelograms on these patients were reviewed to determine if any calculi, congenital dislocation of the hips (CDH) or spinal anomalies (apart from meningomyeloneles) were ever detected.
Vasico-ureterie reflux was present in 185 patients (23%). 4 patients had renal calculi (0.5%), and in 3 of these the diagnosis was evident on preceding ultrasound and in one on preceding ]VP.
Spinal anomalies (other than known meningomyelecele) were present in 4 patients. Clinically obvious abnormalities were present in patients with sacral teratoma and sacral lipoma. Scoliosis was present in one patient with tmobeo-oesophageal fistula, and one patient with tethered cord had a cutaneous aogioma and sacral pit evident clinically.
No patients (other than those with known meningomyetocele) had congenitally dislocated hips diagnosed.
If the preliminary film had not been performed in 806 patients, no renal calculus, and no CDH would have been missed. One patient with tethered cord may have been missed. The low incidence of plain film anomalies indicates that a plain film is only justified when there is clinically obvious spinal anomaly or unexplained ureteric obstruction.
A larger study involving a 48 month period is in progress. The therapeutic goals in children with myelodysplasia and associated congenital neuropathic bladder are preservation of renal function, avoidance of urinary tract infection mad achievement of appliance -free and social continence. During recent years intermittent catheterization and/or standardized specific pharmocological treatment have gained increasing importance to achieve the above mentioned goals. To put such treatment on an objective basis it is essential to know the precise nature of the underlying bladder dysfunction namely the behavior of the detrusor muscle and the bladder base. Until recently patients were commonly undertaken urodynamic or combined urodynamic and radiological studies. The goal of the present prospective study was to prove the value of a slightly modified and standardized technique of Voiding Cystourethrography (VCU) for functional evaluation of the lower urinary tract in comparison to urodynamic techniques. The study consisted of 75 patients (47 giris and 28 boys) from 6 weeks to 17 years (mean age 5.2 years) with myelodysplasia and congenital neuropathic bladder, The results showed good correlation, the Bowken-chi-sQuaretest showed no significant difference between both methods (p = 0,98). The modified VCU-technique has proven its diagnostic validity already for the diagnosis of unstable bladder (1). The slightly modified VCUtechnique enables the radiologist to distinguish between three types of neurogenic bladders in children with myelodysplasia with high reliability, concerning detrusor-and bladderneck dysfunction. The high positive correlation with urodynamic examinations allows the statement, that the classification of the underiying type of neurogenic bladder disturbance can be done, even if no or limited urodynamic examinations are available. (1) Neonatal renal medullary calcification is rare and is usually associated with drug therapy. It is also associated with Tamm Horsfall prote~nuria. We describe the ultrasono~raphio appearances of neonatal renal medullary calcification in a pair of identical (monozygotic) twins who had Distal Renal Tubular Acidosis (DRTA) diagnosed at the age of two weeks. The parents were non consanguineous Asians. The father subaeqently developed renal colic secondary to a calculus. Screening of the remaining family revealed no other affected individuals.
We believe this to be the first report of ultrasonographic demonstration of renal medullary calcification in association with DRTA during the neonatal period and present the cases together with a brief review of the relevant literature.
Departments of Radiology and Paediatrics, Peterborough District Hospital, Peterborough, PE3 6DA, England.
Abstracts. 27th Congress of the European Society of Paediatfic Radiology
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Detection of nonpalpable testes by bi~I. C. Kaniklides, P. Pech, T. LSnnerholm, A. Stenberg. Ultrasound, computed tomography, radionuclide scanning, laparoscopy, testicular arteriography and venography have all been used with varying success to locate undescended testes. Insted we have used magnetic resonans (MR) imaging in ten patients (4-12 years old). Eight Of our patients had unilateral and two bilateral cryptorchism. All of the patients underwent imaging in both axial and coronal plane with short as well as long TR/TE sequences using a 0,5 T Siemens Magnetom and either body or head coil. Surgical and histological findings were correlated with the FiR findings. In eight cases there %~s complete agreement between MR and surgical findings. In one of these both MR and surgery failed to demonstrate a testis. The undescended testes were found either in the lower abdomen (two cases) or intracanicdlar (five cases). In t~o patients MR imaging suggested atrophic testicular tissue but at operation a lymphatic nodule or epididymal-bitestical tissue were found. The imdescended testis ~s most confidently identified in the axial plane as a round or ovoid structure, with optimal testis-fat contrast on T2 weighted images. The inguinal canal was best identified on TI weighted images in the coronal plane. In our opinion MR imaging is a promising modality to localize a testis.
COSTA KANIKLIDES, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Uppsala University Hospital, S-751 85 UPPSALA, sweden
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Voiding cystosonography (VCS) as an true alternative to radiologic voiding cystourethrography (VCU) V. Hofnmnn and S. Lang~e VbS an VC6J were compared in104 patients v~th urinary tract infections and vesico-ureteric reflux (VUR). Tn 67 cases (64 %) the findings were coincident, in 37 cases (36 %) they were different. Under the different findings the VCS demonstrated in 33 cases VURwith higher grades than by VCU. Only in 4 cases the situation was opposite. The sensitivity of VCS is higher than VCU. ~or this reason VCS is the screening method and the first examination to evaluate reflux in urinary tract infections (UTI). The consequence is a new diagnostic management for the evaluation of UTI. For ~ negative indirect VCS (vithout catheterization) is no longer necessary a VCU, there are no operative consequences. All the refluxes with operative indication can be detected by sonograp hy. In the cases of conservatively treated refluxes and after antireflux surgery the check-up of the reflux is carried out only sonographically. VCU is only indicated in cases of sonographically detected refluxes higher than VUR grad II! with regard to surgical therapy.
Kindercl~rurgische Abteilung St. BarbaraKrankenhaus, DDR-r Halle/Saals Postnatal sonographic and x-ray findings in malformations and diseases of the urinary tract diaanosed prenataly. R. I(ursawe, I, Nits, L. Abet, 7. Natho and R. Bollmann Institut ffir RUntgendiagnostik, Kinderklinik umd -poliklinik und Frauenklinik des Bereiches }~edizin (Oharit&) der Humboldt-Universitit Berlin, Sshu~ammstr. 20/21, 1040 Berlin In a prospeotiv study the postnatal diagnoses ebtained by ultrasound tomography as well as by conventional x-ray diagnoses were oempared with the prenatal ultrasound findings in 90 children vith urological diseases. The study extended over a period of three years. The most frequent prenatal urological findings were: h~dronephrosis (n = 29), cystic malformations of the kidney (n = 29) and 11 oases which could not be differentiated between hydronephrosis and cystic renal malformations. These patients made up 77 % of the total, ~i less than a half of all patients v/_th hydronephrosis the diagnosis could be made by ultrasou.nd prenataly as well as postnetaly~ Improvement of the diao~qosis compared v/_th the sonographic methed resulted from i.v,P, in 25 cases and b~ means of voidingeysturography in 27 eases. The methods of reference were %he results of surgery (n = 65) and of postmortem examinations (n = 4). ~rom these results conclusions v;ere 0mav~ concerning the diagnostic strate~y. A follow-up DMSA scan was performed 3-6 months later. 48 children showed an area of diminished uptake on the initial DMSA scan and 19 showed cortical scarring. 9 of these children had both abnormalities. Diminished uptake was significantly associated with pyrexia, systemic upset, length of symptoms, elevated WBC and loin pain in the older child. We believe that this finding localises the site of infection in the renal parenchyma. 57 children had reflux and 18 of these had a normal DMSA scan. Only 8 of the children with scarring and ii of the children with diminished uptake had demonstrable reflux. The assessment of reflux by conventional techniques is not a sensitive method of detecting the "at risk kidney". An early 99 Tc DMSA scan will identify such kidneys and should be performed in all cases of acute UTI.
Abstracts. 27th Congress of the European Society of Paediatric
URETHRAL ABNORMALITIES IN THE MALE INFANT
C. Martin, C. Durhn, C. Escofet, S. Rigol and J. Lucaya Several cases sf either unusual urethral anomalies or common urethral disorders with atypical radiologicat features are presented.
Renal ultrasonagraphy may be deceivingly normal when examining neonates with hydronephrosis in the first two days of life. The case of a neonate with bilateral ureterohydronephrosis secondary to posterior urethral valves, and a borderline renal ultrasound, is presented.
Urethral polyps are exceedingly rare in infancy. A patient with bilateral hydronephrosis diagnosed in utero was found to have an obstructive urethral polyp.
Rectourethral fistulae are cmnmon in patients with'imperforate anus. Occasionally such fistulae may enlarge and compress adjacent structures. A case of lithiasis in a huge urethral diverticulum secondary to a rectourethral fistula is shown.
Other unusual urethral lesions such as anterior diverticula and complete urethral duplication are also illustrated and discussed.
Radiology Department, Clfnica lnfantil Nen Jes~ls, Hospital de Sabadell, area pedi~.trica. C/Bonalgua 08207 SabadelI, Barcelona, Spain X-ray Department, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Yorkhill, Glasgow G3 8SJ, Scotland, U.K.
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UNUSUAL CAUSES OF URKTKRIC OBSTRUCTION J.R.MacKenzie, R.Meddings, A.Azmy Uretaric obstruction is a fairly common problem in children and usually occurs at the pelvi-ureteric or vesico ureteric junction. The diagnosis is usually suspected ultrasonically and confirmed by a 99m Tc-DTPA scan with frusemide. An IVU may be helpful prior to surgery.
In the last 4 years, 4 children have presented with unusual obstructions occurring between the pelviureteric and vesico ureteric junctions. Ureteric hold-up was demonstrated by the DTPA scan and IVU's and retrograde pyelograms were needed to make a mope precise diagnosis.
Two children (a 5 89 year old boy and a 13 year old boy) presenting with urinary tract infection were found to have a retro-eaval ureter. A 9 year old boy with a long history of recurrent abdominal pain had a benign ureteric polyp situated below the pelvi-ureteric junction and a 13 year old girl with recurrent infection had a mid areteric stricture with changes of chronic inflammation.
The investigations and the surgical findings will be demonstrated and a brief review of the literature will be given.
X-ray Department, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Yorkhill, Glasgow G3 8S3, Scotland, United Kingdom.
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A COMPARISON OF TWO TECHNIQUES IN PAEDIATRICS VESICO-URETERAL REFLUX (VUR) STUDIES
B. Nagele-W6hrle, Drosson. N., Schumacher R, Hahn K.
The clearance measurement and the indirect reflux test using 99m-Tc-MAG3
(Mercapto-acetyl-triglycine) in 89 patients with 164 kidneys was compared to micturating cystourethrography (MCU) performed suprapubic puncture of the bladder. By rapid excretion of MAG3 from the kidney, the low radiation exposured associated with technetium and the fast availability, this substance today can be regarded as equivalent to iodine-hippuran.
The renal clearance for each kidney, was calculated by the method of Oberhausen. The indirect reflux test was carried out without interim emptying of the bladder when the patients reported the urge to urinate after abundant fluid intake. The VUR was tested first by applying manual pressure to the bladder region after that under voiding. The VUR was indicated by a rise of activity within the kidneys. Radioisotope as well x-ray examinations showed 114 identical negative and 13 identical postive results. We found 29 positive radionuklide examination and on the other hand 25 positive MCU examination. The indirect VUR test performed in this way is more sensitive for higher graded reflux than MCU. 99m-Tc-MAG3 gives the function and the flow study combined with the indirect VUR. We performedMagnetic Resonance Imaging (~I) in 21 patients, 13 with no abnormalities, 7 with clinically andeseended testes, and i with hermaphrodism. The results were compared with ultrasonographic, clinical, surgical, and histologic findings. In all patients the undescended testes were unilateral and could be correctly identified on MR images. There was no intraahdominal testis.
Department of Nuclear
The purpose of MRI in undeseended testes is twofold: i) localization and 2) tissue characterization. For i) we recommend both T I-and T 2-weighted sequences in transverse mnd coronal sections. For 2) T 2-weighted sequences in coronal and/or transverse sections are suitable: In atrophic testes there is a lack of any signal intensity, whereas intermediate or even high signal intensities suggest different degrees of vitality.
In sun~mryMR imaging promises to become an important diagnostic tool in the detection and characterization of undescended testes. MRI is useful to help plan a surgical approach in cryptorchid patients. It seems reasonable to forsee a time when zt might obviate the necessity of surgical exploration in selected patients. Residual urine volume o2 patients having obsructive uropathy was measured by ultrasound before and after operation,
In the first group of our patients studied are involved children having reflux vesicouereteralis.
Patients who were operated on using the technics of Politano-Leadbetter and those by whom teflon was injected into the vesicoureteral 3unetions are separately discussed.
The second group conszsts of patients having pyeloureteral stenosis.
The ultrasound investigations were performed by Hitachi EU8 450 scanner.
In exact evaluation of the operaton results is the residual urine voIume measurment of great importance. 
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DYNAMIC CHANGE OF RENAL SIZE(CRS) DURING EXCRETION UROGRA-PHY(EU) DUE TO CONTRAST-ENHANCEO OIURESIS. U.V,Willi, M-H.Smet Due to forced diuresis, tubular expansion during EU leads to early and transient renal enlargement in normals. Depending on the state of hydration, its degree varies and may even be zero. However, absent CRS may be due to abnormal renal parenchymal reaction on the basis of functional disturbance (e.g.reflux) or of renal damage (e.g.refluxnephropathy). Both conditions may also delay the usual CRS and make it appear paradox. Obstructive uropathy may severely increase the renal size by expansion of the collecting system. Inaccuracy of measurement (m) of renal length can be mimimized by standardisatlon of the method.-MATERIAL AND METHOD: EU's from 300 children were retrospectively evaluated for renal length on the 3 and 15 min and occasional later post-injection films. Regular hyperosmolar intravenous contrast material was used("T61#brix 38":380 mgI/ml); 138 EU's were eliminated from the study because of 1)poor definition of renal contours, 2) inconsistent renal position due to respiration or body movement, 3) unknown technical data (outside studies). From the remaining 162 EU's, 693m's were obtained twice (2 observers). One mm difference in m was tolerated as "identical" result. Indications for EU were reflux in 102(63%), obstruction in 38(23.5%), and other conditions in 22(13.5%). In a few, pathology was mixed.-RESULTS: In 127 instances (18.5% of all m's), disegreement between the observers was 2mm (86%) or 3-7mm (16%) due to inaccuracy or mistake; all these m's were corrected. Among a series of 115 children with liver transplantation (LT) explored between 1986 and 1989, 20 biliary complications (BC) were observed. The age range was 1 to 15 y., with 14 children younger than 3 1/2 y. The main indication for LT was biliary atresia in 10 cases and bile duct reconstruction was accomplished by choledochocholedochostomy in only 6 cases. Biological findings were often non specific with frequent fever and cytolysis and absence of jaundice. Bile duct dilatation (15) often obscured by sludge (6) and bile collection (5) were depicted with routine doppler US. Cholangiograms were obtained by PTC in 14, by indwelling drain in 3 and peroperativety in 2.
BC were associated with hepatic artery (HA) thrombosis in 8 and with HA stenosis in 1, and thus were secondary to biliary tract ischemia. In the other cases etiology was anastomosis kink in 4, stenosis in 5, bile sludge in I and cystic duct remnant mucocele in 1. In 8 cases percutaneous biliary drainage was placed, allowing treatment of cholangitis. Transhepatic dilatation of stenosis was performed in 2 and surgery in 18.
We would like to emphasize the role of US in the screening of these BC, and in the guidance of PTC, especially in case of reduced-sized graft.
Repeated surgical procedures can be delayed by percutaneous placement of biliary drainage and avoided in a few cases by transhepatic dilatation of stenoses. The authors wish to report the changes in the sonographic appearance of the gallbladder in 6 newborns, all acutely ill or/and ventilated. The gallbladder content appeared diffusely echogenic in a premature with dissiminated intravascular coagulopathy on its second day of life (ruling out sludge). This type of content must probably represents hemobilia. It disappeared rapidly.
In the 5 others, a marked thickening (>7 ram) of the gallbladder wall occured, making the lumen hardly visible.
One of these babies presented with acute heart failure and the thickening was noticed before other clinical signs. It corresponds to edema in the perivascular aerolar tissue; it is similar but more pronounced than the one described in hypoalbuminemia.
In the 4 last cases, septicemia or infection was clinically suspected. The sonographic appearance of the gallbladder was highly suggestive of inflammatory changes (with two suspicions of perforation). Although none were operated upon, these changes probably correspond to acalcalous cbolecystitis. Prematurity, ventilation, parenteral nutrition and necrozing enterocoIitls as noted in all 4 were favouring conditions. The evolution in three out of 4 cases was abnormal leading to lithiasis in 2 and to scleroatrophic gallbladder in two.
In conclusion, gallbladder involvement is not infrequent in acutely ill or ventilated newborns. The anomalies may be an indirect sign of a systemic disease sometimes unrecognised. The gallbladder itself may be the target of the disease especially infection. In such cases US is mandatory to monitore short and long term complications. It also helps, along with the clinical data, to dfferenciate between the various diagnosis. In 87 neonates of low weight (<1.500 gr), we can detect the changes that happen in the gallbladder. All the children receive total parenteral alimentatlon during a long period of time, and just a minority form gallstones (those children having a septic process during their growth), but not all the children with parenteral alimentation form gallstones. -Portal hypertension is sometimes of unknown origin in chil~'en. Umbilical infection (patent or not) in neonates may be the cause. -6 neonates with sepsis, abdominal swelling or dirty umbilicus and who were proved to have umbilical infection (Staph.A: 4, StreptoB :l,Enterobacter:l) had ab dominal US (coupled with color doppler in 3 cases).Two of them have had umbilical vein catheter previously.
-US allowed detection of umbilical vein edema and left portal vein obstruction in every case. Right portal vein obstruction was also present in two patients. Portal ~'unk was free. Others abnomalities were also detected by US: umbilical vein abscess (1), left psoas abscess (2), hip arthritis (2). Portal trunk thrombosis with cavernoma and portal hypertension occured in two patients. They had no or inadequate heparin therapy. Evolution was favorable in the 4 other patients with adapted heparinotherapy and associated urokinase in the 2 neonates with right and left portal veins obstruction. -Abdominal US and color doppler are indicated in neonates with suspicion of umbilical infection. Heparin and sometimes urokinase may be required if partial portal obstruction is present, to avoid cavernoma and portal hypertension. Dept. Radiology. Hop.Debrousse -69322 Lyon-FRANCE. The purpose of this study was to determine the acceptance and the tolerance of a new isotonic, non-ionic substance -Iotrolan (Isovist | in newborns and babies and the quality of the obtained studies.
From May 1988 to December 1989 we have performed 82 studies on 76 patients.
Results:
I. This is by far the presently best accepted orai contrast agent for the age group under study. Accepted and swallowed due to its sweet taste even by infants who could not be fed on the wards. 2. No untoward effects could be recognized. No loose bowels were reported. 3. In all patients studied the required diagnostic information could be given.
This new contrast agent offers the foIiowlng advantages:
1. Since it is isoosmolar it can be used without dilution. 2. Due to its taste its acceptance is excellent and no additive is required. 3. Due to its 6 Iodine atoms/molecule bet%r images with very high density are obtained. 4. If it reaches trachea, pleur~t or peritoneum no ill effect has so far been recognized. 5. Distal small bowel and the large bowel are well visualized due to a lack of dilution. No water or electrolytes are drawn into the lumen. 6. Contrary to barium it presents no problem to the surgeon if after a contrast study the operative procedure requires opening of a part of the G.I.-tract. 7. All these properties result in a far greater readiness of neenatolngists, pediatricians and pediatric surgeons to have G.I. The diagnosis of appendicitis is difficult. From Jan -Dec 1989 we studied prospectively the diagnoaic accuracy of abdominal sonography in 59 children, thought to have appendicitis and had a surgery. The age range was 2 -15 y.
Ultrasonography was performed with a highresolution linear-array transducer (7,5 MHz). In some cases it was necessary to compress the abdomen to displace air filled bowel.
The sonographic results were compared with histology. The sensitivity of ultrasonography was 87 % for all (85 % for appendicitis perforata or appendiceal mass), the specificity was 75 %, the positive predictive value was 97,9 %. The rate of unnecessary surgery was only 6,8 %.
We conclude that ultrasonography is a useful aid in the diagnosis of appendicitis. We have observed that ultrasound demonstrates a characteristic abnormality of the liver, and that these abnormal appearances persist for some time irrespective of treatment.
In order to assess the value of ultrasound in the diagnosis and follow up of patients with NBL 4S we have retrospectively studied 10 patients who presented to this hospital between 1982 and 1989. The diagnosis was made clinically and radiologically and confirmed by raised levels of urinary catecholamine metabolites.
Nine patients had ultrasound examinations at presentation.
In seven patients the diagnosis of NBL 4S was correctly diagnosed because the liver was grossly enlarged with heterogeneously increased echogenicity. In one patient the liver was enlarged with a normal echo pattern, and in another the liver appeared normal. Eight patients had adrenal tumours.
Four patients were treated surgically and had adrenal tumours removed. Six patients required treatment with chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy.
Follow up ultrasound examinations were obtained in all patients at varying periods from two months to 3 years after presentation.
In all patients ultrasound demonstrated some shrinkage of the liver, but in those cases with an initial abnormal echo pattern, these abnormalities persisted despite clinical and biochemical resolution of disease.
We have found liver ultrasound a useful and reliable method for diagnosing NBL 4S. However, we would question its value in follow up of disease.
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The Coexistence of Nephrolithiasis and Cholelithiasis in Children Blickman JGI, Herrin }T 2, Cleveland RHI, Jaramillo, DJ l.
The purpose of this report is to alert physicians to the possibility of cholelithiasis and nephrolithiasis occurring concomitantly after furosemide therapy in the neonatal intensive care unit, with different outcomes.
Four cases are reported in whom renal and gallbladder stones developed after diuretic therapy documented on ultrasound.
Nephrolithiasis disappeared as has been described after cessation of furosemide therapy or change to thiazide therapy.
The cholelithiasis, however, remained and one of the four patients ~qulzcd chulecystccLamy i'or gaiistoncs containing calcium exalate. The barium enema is diagnostic in typical cases of aganglionosis of the colon (Hirschsprungs disease, HD). However, its diagnostic value, especially in young infants, has been questioned. We studied 92 children aged one day to six years with a modified barium enema technique. All had constipation and/er clinical suspicion of HD. The technique (anography) includes slow injection of contrast medium, frequent early filming in the lateral projection and no preparation of the bowel. Conventional diagnostic crite~-Ta for HD were applied. Late films (24 to 48 hours) were not included. HD was correctly diagnosed in 15 of the 92 patients. In 64 a correct diagnosis of idiopathic constipation was made. There was no instance of a false negative diagnosis, but in 13 cases a false positive diagnosis of HD was made. A confident diagnosis of HD could be made before 2 weeks of age in 11 of the children: usually within the first days of life.
The false positive diagnoses were usually made in older children. Two children had a long aganglionic segment, but none had total colonic aganglionosis. Before colostomy or corrective surgery the final step in the diagnosis of HD is (rectal) biopsy. Thus it is impertant to use a radiologic technique that is sensitive and will pick upp all cases, especially in infants, whereas specificity is of less importance. Using the anography technique to diagnose or exclude Hirschsprung-s disease, high accuracy was obtained (86%), with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 83%.
Departments of Radiology* and Pediatric Surgery** University Hospital, Lund S-221 85 Lund, Sweden
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ADRENAL CORTICAL TUMOURS REVISITED A Boothroyd, C Dicks-Mireaux, M Malone* Adrenal cortical turnouts are uncommon during childhood. Recent pathological literature suggests that childhood tumours require different criteria to adult tumours and that tumour size is the only predictor of malignancy in children. 6 children with adrenal cortical tomours presented between 1987 and 1989. All were investigated radiologically using ultrasound and CT. They subsequently underwent surgery and the tumours were examined histologically. The 6 children, 4 female and 2 male, age range 3 months to 13 years presented with Cushing's syndrome and/or virilisation.
Associated features were hemihypertrophy (2 cases) and non-adrenal tumours {i case). In all children the turnouts were identified on both ultrasound and CT. They were found to be accurately staged at operation. The tumours were pathologically graded as benign, less than 150g (4 cases), intermediate, 150-500g (i case) and malignant, greater than 500g (i case). Ultrasound was found to be as accurate as CT and is therefore useful for screening at-risk children and for followup. The imaging size correlated well with the turnout weight and therefore histology. Iron overload secondary to ineffective erytropoiesis and blood-trasfusion therapy bring about many complications in thalassemic patients. Therefore iron storage study is very important in the modulation of the iron-chelation therapy. We report an high-field MR study about 13 thalassemic sub jeers (aged iO to 22 years) undergoing blood trasfuslonand iron chelation-therapy from 1982. 6 of these patients were splenectomized. The serum ferritin (SF) levels rarlged from 12OO to 16000 ng/ml with significant changes on folio wing essays. Axial images of liver, spleen, pancreas, bene (iliac crest) and heart were obtained using TI (TR 500 TE 80) and T2 (TR 18OO TE iO0) SE sequences. Qualitative analysis was performed at different anatomic sites in or der to point out the morpho-struetural changes (hemochro matosic liver with caudate lobe and left system hypertro phy, splenic focal lesions, congestive cardiomyopathy w~ th dilation of left cavities, bone changes) in relationto the disease. Quantitative measurements of SE signal in tensity were determined using operator-defined R0I within the different anatomic sites at both repetition times. Statistical analysis was performed using linear regression equations and t Student test. The results obtained demon strate: -an inhomogeneous distribution of iron stora~s in the body, not determinable on the basis of clinical da ta or with 0F levels; -a liner negative correlation between the decrease of hepatic SE signal intensity and SFlevels; -no significant correlation between SF and SE si gnal intensities of other anatomic districts; -the cape bility of MRI to perform an accurate morphological evalua tion.
Institutesof Radiology and
Pediatrics, University of PARMA. Via Gramsci 14, 43100 PARMA -ITALY Gallstones and microgallbladder are frequently seen in patients with cystic fibrosis, however involvement of the intrahepatic bile ducts by muhlpie stones has been rarely described in Mucoviscidosis (two case reports1, 2 and one personnel communication3).
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We describe the case of a 9 year old girl with cystic fibrosis that presented with severe lithiasic involvement of the intrahepatic bile ducts, in association with gallstones. A similar involvement was seen, almost simultaneously in a 22 year old man that had been treated since his childhood for cystic fibrosis in our hospital, emphasizing the real possibility of intrahepatic stones in cystic fibrosis. Surprisingly, our 2 patients were only mildly symptomatic, without significant cholestasis, despite the fact that their bile ducts were completely filled by stones. Surgery therefore was not contemplated. Gastroparesis is part of the spectrum of gastrointestinal complications present in diabetes mellitus.Diabetic gastric stasis may be asymptomatic.The cross section of the gastric antrum, corresponding to the oagital plane passing through the anterior mesenteric artery,presents an eliptical shape,so its area was calculated in all children.A standard meal incliding 125 ml of water and 20 g of wheat flakes was eaten.~easure-ments were taken before the start of the meal and subsequently at regular lO min. intervals.The two groups of children (30 diabetic patients and 30 normal children) were homogenous for age (lO -15 years) .Changes in the cross-sectional area of the gastric antrum after the meal in relation to time were evaluated as the ratio between the area at a fixed time (10,20730,40 min.) and basal value. Diabetic patients were good compensated.There were no statistical differencies in all times and so were no signs of gastric paresis. Laetitia is a 2-years-10 months old girl admitted to our hospital because of abdominal distension due to liver enlargement. Biological data are normal.
Abdominal US shows a large heterogeneous solid hepatic mass without calcification, less echoic than normal hepatic parenchyma. A color and pulsed doppler study reveals an arterial and a venous vascularisation in the mass; however no dilatation of the subhepatic veins or of the hepatic artery is seen.
CT reveals a large hypodense mass in the liver and a heterogeneous enhancement after bolus injection of contrast.
The hepatic tumor is evaluated by RM and has a decreased signal on Tl-weighted image and high intensity signal on T2. weighted image. Angiography features consist of stretched hepatic arteries and diffuse focal accumulation of contrast without arteriovenous shunting. Radiographics findings are not characteristic for a specific vascular tumor.
The diagnosis of hemangioendothelioma is made by biopsy. Due to fast impairment of liver function, a hepatic transplantation is performed.
Pathologic examination of the mass shows typical features of an infantile capillary hemangioendothelioma without malignant degeneration. In our department we have examined the pancreas of 120tha-lassemic children using the following noninuasive methods: uper abdominal echotomography for morphological study and oral glucose tolerance test for endocrine function. The children have been divided into 4 groups of 30 children each as to the age. Group A:from I to 4 years with serum ferritin levels (SFL)>~1500ng/ml. Group B:from 5 to 8 years with SFL>,15OOng/ml. Group C:from 9 to 12 years with SFL>~2OOOng/ ml and Group D:from 13 to 16 years with SFL>2OOOng/ml. Our results were: D* N** Echo*** D* Echo*** N** Echo** n:normal pancreatic echo pattern N**:normal +:moderate hyperechogenicity Echo***:uper abdominal ++:severe hyperechogenicity echotomography 59% (varying from 12.3%:GroupA to 87%:Group D) of the children investi gated hade an hyperechogenic pancreas.We must underline also that diabetes is rare before the age of 12 and that no signifi cant correlation was found between hyperechogenicity and endocrine function.lt's an hypothesis that this lifelong illness has proveked a different hormonal production (may be of growing importance as the age increases).We believe these pleliminarydata remain to be established with futher investigation.
Chr. Hadjigeorgi, Ultrasound Department and Thalassemia Unit, Children Hospital "Agia Sophia", Athens 11527 Greece.
ABDOMINAL WALL MUSCLES INVOLVEMENT IN CHILDREN WITH ACUTE PAIN OCCURING WITH SCRONLEIN-HENOCH PURPURA. M. RASSAN ; I. LEGRAND ; C. GAP, EL
Three children suffering from SchGnlein-Henoch purpura (SHP) and who underwent abdomen ultrasound studies for the work-up of acute abdominal pain, showed thickening and swelling of some of their abdominal wall muscles. In every case, these changes were closely correlated to the location of the pain. Moreover, in one patient in whom pain occured successively at different sites of the abdomen, the changes of the muscles were noticed to exactly follow the migration of the pain. None of these patients had findings nor evolution consistent with an intraabdominal complication. Each patient recovered uneventfully from their abdominal pain. From these findings, we conclude that : 1. Abdominal pain in patients with SHP may sometimes be related to a specific and peculiar transitory involvement of their abdominal wall muscles, a finding which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been hitherto emphasized in the clinical or radlological literature.
2. When examining a patient with ultrasound in this setting, it seems worthwhile to look for abdominal wall changes with high-frequency transducers (7.5 Mltz or 10 Mflz) so as to elucidate a possible explanation of the acute abdominal pain. With the increased use of sonography prenatal and postnatal detection of neonatal cystic masses had extended, and asymptomatic cystic masses are being discovered. 16 patients with abdominal cystic masses were admitted to the I. Department of Paediatrics, the patients' age ranged from 6 days to 3 months. There were lO females and 6 males. The diagnosis was muiticystic dysplastic kidney in i0 cases, ovarian cyst in 5 cases, enteric duplication in i case. The cysts were followed by ultrasound examination in 6 patients with multidystic kidney. In 2 patients who bad earlier several large cysts -by the age of 1 year and 18 months, respectively -only one small cyst in each could be observed. Two patients with ovarian cysts were followed by ultrasound examinations and the cysts disappeared within 1 year of discovery.
Our experience and review of the literature sbggest that conservative management with sonographic reevaluation is an acceptable alternative to surgical therapy in uncomplicated cases. The primitive foregut is the precursor of both the respiratory and the alimentary tract. Duplications of the foregut may have contact with any segments of the alimentary tract. The lining epithelium may be either gastro-intestinal or ~espiratory and sometimes both types are found within the same cyst. We present three cases Of rare types which caused difficulties in the correct diagnosis. Case 1. Prenatal and postnatalfollow up US scans showed in the retroperitoneum an increasing hypoechoic mass separated from the right kidney. The boy was operated on at three months of age and an "enterocyst" was found which was lined with gastric mucosa by histology. Case 2. Two-year-old boy was admitted with reccurent obstructive bronchitis.Chest films showed a round softtissue shadow behind the heart. It was thought to have infectious origin. CT Scan was peformed two years later which revealed a mass ~n the posterior mediastinum. At surgery an enterogenic cyst associated with extralobar pulmonary sequestration was found.Histology: paraesophageal cyst lining with fetal epithelium. Case 3. 9-year-old boy was admifted with "abdomipal trauma". US revealed a left sided hydronephrotic kidney and a cystic like mass in the retroperitoneal region. At surgery UP obstruction but no retroperitoneal cyst was found. Repeated US scans kept showing an increasing cyst. At reoperation two years later, a cyst was found in the stomac wall lined with bronchogenic epithelium/!/ by histology. Because of its highly selective uptake in chromaffine cells 131-1-MIBG allows a specific approach to diagnosis and therapy of tumors of the APUD-System (pheochromozytoma, neuroblastoma, carcinoid tumors, medullary thyroid carcinoma).
Neuroblastoma is the most common, extracranial, solid malignant tumor in childhood. At the time of diagnosis 60 % of the neuroblastomas show disseminated metastases. Prognosis of neuroblastoma is rather poor, the two year survival rate is reported between 10-20 %. We present our own experience in as yet four patients treated with 131 I-MIBG. Nine MIBG-therapies were carried out. The longest course of disease is 11 years, the longest follow up after MIBG therapy is 38 months. The therapies were performed by infusing the patients with 3700 MBq 131 I-MtBG, separated in two equal fractions given with an interval of 24 hours. In two patients (20 yrs female, four therapies; 4 yrs male, two therapies) a clinical improvement as well as an objective reduction of metastases was achieved. Two patients died three month after MIBG therapy (3 yrs male, 1 therapy; 3 yrs male, two therapies). Despite marked improvement of the symptoms no objektive influence of the MIBG therapy on the course of disease could be noticed in these two patients. So far our results with 131 I-MIBG therapy show that MIBG therapy alone or in combination with chemotherapy can lead to a significant and longer reduction of metastases (size and number) in individual cases. In all cases we notiad at least a rapid and marked improvement of the clinical symptoms.
Div. of Nuclear Medicine, Dept. Radiology, University of Munich, Ziemssenstr. 1, 8000 Mtinchen 2.
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CONGENITAL SEGMENTAL ABSENCE OF INTESTINAL MUSCULATURE PRESENTING WITH DUODENAL NARROWING AND PARTIAL SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION N. Nagid, A.J. Talleyrand, and E. Shapiro Congenital absence of the intestinal musculature is a rare condition presenting primarily as bowel obstruction or spontaneous bowel perforation in the young infant. One previously reported patient, a fourteen month old child, was found to have partial small bowel obstruction associated with a narrowed segment in the small bowel~ Our patient, a thirty-two month old child, was admitted to the hospital for evaluation of chronic bowel obstruction.
A barium meal study demonstrated a narrowed segment at the juncture of the third and fourth portions of the duodenum plus high-grade partial obstruction of the small bowel~ These findings were confirmed at surgery.
Histologic examination revealed congenital absence of the intestinal museularis propia of varying degree in the small bowel; the narrowed segment in the distal duodenum was produced by exaggerated infolding of red~mdent intestinal mucosa. Our report is the first one describing a contrast examination in this entity as well as the oldest child reported with this condition~ The finding of high-grade partial obstruction of the small bowel in a young patient in association with a narrowed segment in the distal duodenum, the jejunum, or the ileum and hypoactive peristalsis should suggest the diagnosis. At birth, this baby-boy weighing 2850 g was noted to have bile stained gastric aspirate and the 6-hour upright abdominal plain film showed the classic "double bubble" sign.
Then, this baby-boy was referred to our institution. Surprisely, the meconium was normal and the 16-hour abdominal plain lilm showed a large amount of bowel gas. Gas within the gallbladder was also noticed.
An upper GI tract study was performed showing a complete obstruction at second portion of duodenum.
At surgery, a per-operative cholangiography showed a T-shaped common bile duct, one branch to the proximal duodenum, other branch to the distal duodenum. This child was discharged in good condition 5 days after duodeno-duodenoetomy.
Duodenal atresia with bifid common bile duct is exceptional. Less than 10 cBses have been found in the pediatric literature. Peliosis hepatis (PH) is a rare change of the liver characterized by multiple cystic blood-filIed spaces in the Iiver. It has been previously reported it, adults with chronic illness or long-term anabolic steroid therapy, and only a few cases have been described in children.
In the last 2 years, we have encountered 2 cases of acute and diffuse presentation of PH in a 2 and 5 y-o girls. In both cases no previous history was recorded, and there was sudden appearance of high fever, cytolysis and liver insufficiency. Ultrasonographic findings were identical in both cases showing multiple small hypoechogenic areas progressively involving the whole liver and increasing intraperitoneal fluid. The first child died a few hours later during surgery after a dramatic worsening of hemodynamic status and distension of the liver. In the second case the diagnosis was suggested on the US examination, was confirmed by a surgical biopsy, and the child slowly improved under intensive care and massive antibiotic therapy.
Pathogenesis remains obscure, however it has to be noted that in both cases, as in one case reported in the literature, these liver changes were associated with E. Coil pyelonephritis.
In conclusion we would like to point out this new echographic pattern of liver disease which in a special clinical and biological setting may be suggestive of peliosls hepatis. We report a case of Kawasaki disease in a 3 month old girl with atypical symptomatology: Diarrhea, vomiting, high fever, hepatosplenomegaly, and increased level of serum transaminases.
The diagnosis was made by US demonstrating, first, aneurysmal changes of the aorta and its main branches, and, later, of the coronary and axillary arteries. US depicted the evolution of arteritis: Thickening of the arterial wall(s) at three weeks of illness; progressive fusiform aneurysms (fourth week); endoluminal pseudopolyps (sixth week); stabilisation end mild regression of these changes under therapy, correlating with clinical improvement.
In the case of a severe inflammatory disease of unknown origin, US may demonstrate the early changes of arteritis and, thus, lead to the timely diagnosis of Kawasaki disease. Currently available methods for assessing spleen size are either subjective, radiation-dependent, time-consuming and/or complicated to perform; we established a set of guidelines for spleen size at different ages using a simple reproducible ultrasound method.
155 patients, NB to 19 years, were examined by routine abdominal US because of abdominal and/or pelvic problems unrelated to the spleen.
Patients were included only if they had no history of hepatic/splenic disease, trauma, hematologic, GI or oncologic problems.
US of the liver and kidneys was normal in all.
Assessment of spleen size was made by obtaining a coronal view including the hilum during quiet breathing with the patient turned slightly to the right. The longest longitudinal distance (spleen length = SL) between the dome of the spleen and the tip was measured and correlated with age, height and weight.
SL in infants 3 months or younger (n=28) averaged 4.6 em, with 80% 5.0 em or less.
SL was less than 6.0 cm in 90% of infants 6 months or younger (n=39) and less than 7.0 cm in all infants 12 months or less (n=52).
In children 1-5 years (n=44), EL was 9.0 cm or less in over 95%. In children i0 years or less (n=30) SL was i0 em or less in 90%.
In children 10-19 years (n=28) SL was not greater than 12 cm. There was good correlation with height and weight.
We suggest the following guidelines for upper limits of normal spleen length based on this simple, easy to use, one measurement technique: SL no greater than 5 cm at 3 months, 6 cm at 6 months, 7 cm at 12 months. SL no greater than 9 cm at 5 years, IO cm at i0 years, and 12 cm at 19 years. Children with Hurler's syndrome develop significant vascular disease at an early age. Several authors have emphasized the cardiac valvular and coronary arterial lesions in previous reports. Involvement of the thoracic and abdominal aorta, visceral and renal arteries has not been previously emphasized. We present 4 children (2 with Hurler's syndrome, 2 with Hurler/Schie) with arteriopathy affecting these vessels, documented by ultrasound and/or angiography. These children all presented at less than 4 years of age with hypertension or differences in the upper and lower extremity blood pressures. Three patients had aor tography, 1 had ultrasonography alone, and i had ultrasound and aortography. Two children have died and postmortem findings are available on one of these.
All children had irregular narrowing of the abdominal aorta varying from multiple minor asymmetric wall lesions (N=3) to abrupt concentric narrowing (N = 1). The thoracic aorta was abnormal in 2 children with occlusion of multiple intercostal and lumbar arteries. Dilatation of the ascending aorta was noted in 1 patient. Vessel narrowing affected the renal arteries in 2 patients, the mesenterie arteriea in three and the vertebral artery in 1 patient. Autopsy in 1 child demonstrated irregular narrowing of the aorta with the presence of foamy macrophages within the intima.
Children with mucopo[ysaccharldos& may develop extensive vascular disease not limited to coronary valves and arteries, The arterial involvement can contribute to the development of hypertension and may cause coarctatlon of the abdominal aorta. Our series demonstrated that ultrasound is an effective initial diagnostic modality with confirmation provided by arteriography. P. Thiesse*, P. Kaemmerlen*, E. Bouffet*, V. Combaret*, B. Fontaniere*, Q. Wang**, T. Philip*, M. Favrot*, P. Jonas* International criteria for diagnosis of neuroblastoma require "an unequivocal pathological diagnosis made from tumor tissues by standard methods or bone marrow containing unequivocal tumor cells and increased urinary cathecholamines metabolits" (J. Clin. OncoI. 6: 1874 OncoI. 6: -1881 OncoI. 6: .1988 . Surgical biopsy is then mandatory if bone marrow is clear and also usefull if bone marrow is moderately involved, to determine N-Myc amplification level. However the risk of haemorrhage is important during surgery before {nduction therapy in neuroblastoma. So as to escape this chirurglcal risk, in a prospective study of ll consecutive suspected cases of neuroblastoma, we performed ultrasound guided percutaneous fine needle (22 G.) biopsies of the tumor. These punctures were carried out during a few minutes anesthesia (atropine sulfate 0.01 mg/kg; diazepam 0.5 mg/kg; ketamine 2 mg/kg i.v.). No complication, especially of haemorrhagical type, occured. 1) With an average of 2 consecutive punctures, a sufficient number of cells was obtained to confirm the diagnosis by cytological and immunological analysis; the average number of mononuclear cells was of 5.t06 (average 80% malignant cells, range 50-95%).
2) The N-Mye amplification analysis, as a prognostical evaluation, was performed for the last 8 cases. These preliminary results show that this less aggressive method allows a cytoimmunological diagnosis and the N-Myc amplification analysis on these samples. For routine analysis and clinical purpose, there is no obvious advantage to obtain histological analysis of the tumor with a surgical biopsy rather than using our technique. To assess the diagnostic accuracy of sonography in evaluation of the biliary system during parenteral nutrition(PN), a prospective study was performed in 20 premature infants with various causes of respiratory insufficiency.The infants were randomly assigned into 2 groups receiving compositions of PN differing in their amino acid content. GroupI(n=ll,mean GA 32.3wks) received PAEDAMIN R , groupII(n=9,mean GA 31.awks)received VAMINOLAC R .All infants were additionally fed with pooled human milk(Iml/bid to 40ml/axd). Over a period of 20 days each infant was examined 5 times.The study protocol included sonographic assessment of size and content of the gallbladder as well as e~aluation of the bile ducts. In addition, direct bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase were determined as representative laboratory parameters. Throughout the study, gallbladder size remained within normal limits(mean lenghth 19.4cm groupI, 20.6cm groupII), moreover no dilatation of the bile ducts was noted. However, 9 infants in group I(90%) and 5 infants in groupII(55%) exhibited echogenic collections within the gallbladder interpreted as sludge.Concomitantly, a rise of direct bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase was detected. Our findings indicate that different amino acid content of the infusate seems to have a different effect on the lithogenic index. Sonography appears to be an excellent means to evaluate the biliary system and should therefore be integrated in the monitoring of premature infants on PN. Improvement of image quality in respect of radiation dose is one of the aims of paediatric radiology. On the occasion of x-ray-and image intensifier tube (23cm) replacement of our fluoroscopy machine (Diagnost 70) we installed an on-line mottle reduction device (DS I00). I% reduces the noise in the television chain. I% effects only the fluoroscopic image but not the i00 wan spot film. We studied its impact on image quality (contrast and radiographic sharpness). The standard dose measured at the image intensifier entrance was 15~Gy/s, 30~Gy/s respectively. For these studies we used an homogenous lucite block (to produce scattered radiation) an aluminium stepped wedge and a linear lead grid with variable spatial frequency. The fluoroscopic scenes were recorded on a video tape (U-matte) for repeated revision and documented on film using a video camera (Matrix). Results: Video contrast was visibly enhanced, the fluoroscopic image showed clearly less mottle; detail recognition was reduced from 1,2 to 1.0, 1.0 to 0.8 line pairs/mm respectively. The device delivers a pleasant fluoroscopic image with higher contrast and less mottle. Test results from a special system in each of two fluororadiographic rooms at the Akron Children's Hospital Medical Center characterize radiation dose reduction and other benefits of this system.
The CHMCA system consists of a sixth generation image intensifier with Isocon television tube in fluoro mode, and Plumbicon television tube in digital mode. In digital spot film mode the video signal is digitized in 8 bits and stored in a 1024 x 1024 matrix for subsequent processing and hard copy recording.
We have measured radiation dose, contrast, and spacial resolution for each imaging chain.
Decreased radiation dose, increased contrast resolution, and highly acceptable spacial resolution have been achieved.
The Isocon camera has increased sensitivity to low light levels at the output phosphor enabling the image intensifier exposure rate to be maintained at 2.2 mR/min by automatic brightness control in the unmagnified mode during fluoro and simultaneous video-recording. Digital spot film imaging provides a factor of i0 reduction in entrance exposure ccrapared with cassette spot film imaging.
This coordinated fluoro/digital system is an excellent means for achieving low dose videofluoroscopy and high resolution laser hard copy images for study and review. Possibilities of DSA in diagnosis of reasons and expressivity breath function disorders were studied in 46 children. Selective DSA was conducted with determination of relative regional lung tissue perfusion and cartographic definition of blood flow according to our worked out method. Contrastive dose didn't rise more than 450 mg of iodine on 1 kg body masg. There were no complications. Anglography and DSA computer (Siemens) were used. Children with lung hypoplasia (I-17 patients), chronic pneumonias (II-18 patients), anomalous development of aortic arch (III-16 patients) and pulmonary artery (IV-4 patients) were observed. The children were of age: up to I year -16 pat., from 1 to 5 years -10 pat., more than 5 years -19 patients.
In the lot group considerable lowering of blood flow in lung parenchyma with small changes in large vessels morphology was determined. Cartographic zones of the second group revealed irregularity of perfusion in affected lung parts. In the lot and 2nd groups regional blood flow depends on the hemodynamical resistance of arterioles. Congenital stridor is often stipulated by anomalous development of aortic arch (3rd group), or pulmonary artery. At the 4th group considerable lowering of strictly lung blood flow was marked with moderately lowered ventilation, So DSA rises diagnostic value in angiography in children emergencies and cartography of regional perfuslon makes it possible to evaluate the volume of lung affection.
Kiev Diagnosis of the vascular ring in patients with congenital heart disease is difficult. Data of conventional radiologic and ACG investigations in 21 patients with this combination were studied. Age of patients varied from 3 months to 14 years. 8 of them were younger than 1 year.
In 13 cases the ACG diagnosis of double aortic arch (DAA) was made: in 11 -functioning, in 2 with atretic segment of the left arch. In 9 of these patients the diagnosis of functioning DAA was supposed on the basis of radiologic data. The diagnosis of DAA with atretic segment is possible only by retrospective analysis of radiologic data after ACG. In 8 patients vascular ring was formed by patent ductus or ligamentum arteriosum: in 5 with right aortic arch, in 1 with retrooesophaglal segment of the left aortic arch, in 2 with A, lusoria and left aortic arch. All 21 patients were operated on. In 9 patients with tetralogy of Fallot and DAA an aorto-pulmonary anastomosis was made: in 6 from the part of dissected left arch, in 3 from the left subclavian artery with division of the left arch. In the remaining 12 patients an intracardiac correction of the disease with separation of the vascular ring was made: division of the left arch in DAA (4 patients), division of the patent duetus or ligamentum arteriosum (g patients). Conclusion: precise diagnosis of the vascular ring is possible by combination of the radiologie and ACG investigation and it determines the surgical tactics.
Bakulev Institute for Cardiovascular Surgery, Leninsky prospect 8,117931, Moscow, USSR.
RATIONAL USE OF IMAGING MODALITIES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF VASCULAR RINGS M.T. GYEPES and D. BETHENCOURT This presentation
will echo the theme of the post-graduate course, as it relates to Vascular Rings.
We will stress the importance of early recognition, and emphasize the key role of the first line imaging study, i.e. the esophagram. We shall discuss, briefly, conventional arteriography, DSA, CT and MRI. The presentation will be completed with a surgical videotape, which will help to define the usefulness of the various imaging modalities from the therapeutic perspective.
Our conclusion is, that while modern imaging techniques are elegant exercises, their use is largely optional prior to surgery. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a new technique that permits noninvasive imaging of the heart. It does not require the use of ionizing radiation or contrast media. MRI of the heart offers the advantages of the natural contrast between the blood pool and cardiac structures, because flowing blood produces minimal MR signal; high soft tissue contrast, enabling sharp delineation of myocardium, pericardium andpericardial fat; andthe ease of synchronization of pulse sequences to a fixed segment of the cardiac cycle. Ultrasound (US) of the heart provides some of these advantages too. Moreover it is a costeffective bedside modality and facilitates the evaluation of hemodynamic patterns by color Doppler. Thus beth methods are useful for visualization of morphology and function of congenital and acquired heart diseases.
Concerning intra-and paracardiac masses MRI is very helpful demonstrating presence, location and extent of the mass, in some cases more clearly than US because of its larger field of view. Cine-MR allows imaging of hemodynamic disturbances related to changes of intraluminal signal intensities due to different velocities of blood flow at a given cross-sectional area. The capability of MRI to measure blood flow has been only partially explored. To give some impressions of these possibilities an ultrasound and cine-MR study of an atrial myxoma is given. 1987, 3-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction of the heart and great arteries has evolved at CHOP using commercially available software (Analyze) and our own development (Vida) . Over 50 patients with complex congenital heart disease and aortic arch anomalies have been studied. Shaded surface displays for cardiac anatomy, realtime cardiac function, central pulmonary arteries, aortic arch and branches, and vascular-tracheal--esophageal relationships are now possible.
Clinical usefulness has been demonstrated for definition of complicated spatial relationships between the ventricles and great arteries and between mediastinal airways and the great arteries.
Potential benefits are improved anatomic and physiologic data, and enhanced display for teaching. The 3-D images can be sliced at any angle; imaging time may be reduced because acquistion in multiple views will be unnecessary. Through the replacement of Ca-Wolframate commercial intensifying screens by screen systems on the basis of Rare Earths, a significant improvement of the local resolution capacity, also with higher and highly intensifying screens, can be achieved. Now as before, chest roeutgenography in paediatrics requires both, utmost reduction of the radiation dose by applying highly intensifying fluorescent screens and exact verification of relevant evaluation structures.
In a comparative examination of four different screen systems -Cronex Ortho Fein, Medium, Regular and Quanta 3 -necessary exposure doses for a defined optical density, local resolution and resolution degree of the findings are evaluated. In our conclusions we give recommendations for the routine application of highly intensifying screens in chest roentgenography in paediatrics.
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